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Abstract 
 
The complex geological structure known as the Jellinbah Thrust Belt lies between the 
Jellinbah Fault and Yarrabee Fault on the eastern flank of the Permian Bowen Basin. The 
impact of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt on the broader scale geometry and evolution of the 
Bowen Basin and the influence of the basement morphology on the kinematics of the 
system are important considerations. Partly because it affects the maturity of coal-bearing 
sediments of economic importance, but also because it provides evidence of structural 
trends developed during subduction along the eastern margin of Australia during the 
Hunter-Bowen Orogeny circa 265 Ma to 230 Ma. The pre-deformed extent of the Bowen 
Basin and amount of shortening that took place during the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny is still 
uncertain. Likewise the relationship between the faults and basement, the current depth 
and maximum burial depth of the Bowen Basin and the complexity of its tectonic history 
still require further examination. For example, there is uncertainty about whether the faults 
themselves pass through into the underlying basement or if they coalesce to form a 
decollement at the base of the Bowen Basin. 
 
This project attempts to interpret the structural architecture within the system in this part of 
the Bowen Basin using a palinspastic restoration (essentially restoring the stratigraphy to 
its pre-deformed state) in order to establish the magnitude of faulting that has taken place 
within the Jellinbah Thrust Belt. By estimating the major thrust fault movements, we can 
understand how the basement and stratigraphy influenced the mechanics of the fault 
system. The morphology of the Carboniferous metasediments and igneous units that form 
the basement in the Jellinbah Thrust Belt appear to have had an impact on the localisation 
of strain.  
 
Seismic data from the 2007 Dingonose acquisition (07-DNG-01, 07-DNG-02 and 07-DNG-
08) were depth converted using velocity picks in SKUA TM software. Well data were used 
to confirm the accuracy of the depth conversion and to estimate stratigraphic boundaries 
that were traced as horizon reflectors in the seismic data. The fault pattern was manually 
interpreted based on discontinuities in the 2D seismic. Due to the complexity of the faulting 
within the regions, conceptual models focussed on the large scale and easily discernible 
structures. In some instances intensive deformation resulting in a lack of homogeneity in 
the acoustic impedance or poor quality seismic data produced areas of increased 
uncertainty. Using the Move TM software allowed for manipulation of the interpretation and 
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various scenarios to be tested. It provided useful analytical tools and accurate empirical 
measurements to describe and quantify the kinematics of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt. Finally 
a kinematic reconstruction to restore displaced stratigraphic units to their position prior to 
faulting was performed in the software. 
 
The palinspastic interpretation suggests that the compressional phase of the Hunter-
Bowen Orogeny consisted of multiple shortening episodes that were, in some instances, 
syn-depositional. Inversion of earlier normal faults, slump structures possibly related to the 
rifting phase observed in the Denison Trough were interpreted near the base of the Basin. 
The amount of shortening and fault angle permitted the calculation of the burial depth of 
the late Permian coal measures, with an estimated depth, for the current stratigraphy, of 
2.0 km to 2.4 km. Basement high features identified in section 07-DNG-01 act as 
obstructions to compression, focussing larger reverse displacements in this part of the 
fault system. Flattening of the basement high to the south-east resulted in less 
confinement of stresses on specific faults and a more even distribution of displacement 
within the fault system. Localised dextral transpressional strike-slip displacements 
incurring out-of section plane movements are also suggested to be a result of the 
basement morphology.  
 
Displacement is interpreted to occur most freely along decollement surfaces associated 
with numerous clay-rich and carbonaceous units within the Permian coal formations. Fault 
dip angle maps derived from seismic interpretation suggest that large scale “flats”, where 
fault dip is comparable to bedding dip, exist at the base of the Bowen Basin. Significant 
“ramping” is interpreted to coincide with the base of the Macmillan Formation. Associated 
thrust faults are interpreted to traverse into the older undifferentiated basement of the 
Thomson Orogen beneath the Bowen Basin. The depth of the Bowen Basin interpreted 
from seismic data varies between approximately ~1.8 km to 3.5 km within the project area 
(with the stratigraphic sequence thickening toward the Taroom Trough) due to subsidence 
related to Mid-Permian foreland loading and thinner deposition on a basement high. An 
even distribution of fault displacement is observed within the thicker stratigraphic pile to 
the southeast across the fault system. These observations provide some explanation for 
the transfer of stress within the fault system. The study also highlighted the need for 
greater data coverage and higher resolution geophysical data for 3D modelling purposes if 
the dynamics of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt are to be precisely determined. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
 
Understanding the effects of basement morphology on the form and kinematic 
development of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt is important for understanding both the regional 
geological framework of the Bowen Basin and how it has affected the maturity of coal 
seams. With a better knowledge of local structure, more accurate geological modelling and 
exploration of the Bowen Basin are possible. Regional interpretations of seismic (Korsch, 
2004, Brakel et al., 2009), gravity and magnetic datasets (SRK, 2008) have traditionally 
focussed on large scale dynamics of the Bowen Basin, placing it in context within the 
evolutionary phases of the eastern Australian margin. 
 
Although a large volume of research has been conducted in the Bowen Basin, there is still 
some conjecture as to its depth, its maximum depth of burial, the nature of the basement 
upon which it is situated, and how basement is involved in subsequent deformation. Wells 
only penetrate to the basement within the shallow margins of the basin, for the rest of the 
basin our knowledge is limited to geophysical datasets that have quite variable estimates 
of depth (Danis et al., 2012). With newly acquired data from coal seam gas (CSG) 
exploration the interpretation of specific regions can be improved significantly. 
 
1.2 Project location 
 
The project is situated to the south of the township of Bluff, to the east of the Blackdown 
Tablelands in the Central Highlands of the Bowen Basin (Figure 1). The region is located 
in what was a structurally active area during the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny. This arc 
accretion event was responsible for the formation of the youngest component of the 
Tasminides, the New England Orogen, and in particular, the northern New England retro-
foreland thrust system (Beaumont et al., 1999). The Hunter-Bowen Orogeny is an 
important tectonic episode and includes a Late Carboniferous/Early Permian rifting phase, 
followed by a pulsed shortening phase from the Mid Permian to the Late Triassic (Korsch 
et al., 2009b). Initial timing of the events using biostratigraphy in the New England Orogen 
(Briggs, 1993) proved problematic due to a relatively low biostratigraphic yield for much of 
the rock record. More recent work on sensitive high resolution ion microprobe (SHRIMP) 
U-Pb dating of zircons (Korsch et al., 2009a, Line, 2011, Li et al., 2015) constrain the  
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Figure 1 Map showing the location of the project area and the Jellinbah Thrust Belt in relation to regional 
geological terranes of Australia's Eastern Margin. Adapted from Korsch (2004). 
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onset of the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny to the early Permian, circa 300 Ma. This coincides 
roughly with the initial formation of the Bowen Basin. Consequently, early Permian 
stratigraphic sequences were deposited within the basin during the Hunter-Bowen 
Orogeny unconformably upon the stratigraphy of the earlier Thomson Orogen, which 
forms the basement in the area(Gray and Foster, 2004, Korsch, 2004). For this project the 
Camboon Volcanics or equivalent andesitic early Permian extension-related extrusives are 
also considered as “basement” due to difficulty in distinguishing between them and the 
rocks belonging to the Thomson Orogen from the 2D seismic and available data.  
Thomson Orogen rocks, while poorly differentiated in this area, are thought to consist 
mainly of metasediments and andesitic flows. These units were metamorphosed and 
deformed internally, indicating that their tectonic history involved burial and subsequent 
uplift and erosion of overlying units. Strata of the Thomson Orogen crop out to the west of 
the Bowen Basin beyond the Nebine Ridge (Figure 1). The New England Orogen forearc, 
the Yarrol Province, lies 50 -100 km to the east of the Bowen Basin, separated by the 
magmatic Connors-Auburn arc and Gogango Thrust Zone. The temporal relationship 
between the Bowen Basin and the New England Orogen is that the latter consists of older 
volcaniclastic rocks of Cambrian – Ordivician age (Leitch and Cawood, 1987), as well as 
younger Permo-Triassic igneous units of equivalent age to the stratigraphy of the Bowen 
Basin. 
  
The Bowen Basin width spans approximately 250 km, from the Springsure Shelf in the 
east to the Gogango Thrust Zone in the west (Figure 2 & Figure 3). The Jellinbah Thrust 
Belt is situated in the Taroom Trough, an elongate NNW – SSE trending depression on the 
eastern side of Bowen Basin. Sediments of the Bowen Basin are thickest in the central 
part of the Taroom Trough (Esterle et al., 2002, Brakel et al., 2009), south-east of the 
project area which lies on the north western margin of the trough where the depression is 
shallow and narrow. This bottleneck separates the Nebo Synclinorium to the north from 
the Taroom Trough (Figure 2).  
 
The Jellinbah Thrust Belt extends directly toward Middlemount, and southwards the fault 
zone may extend as far as Moura. It is part of a larger fault suite that spans approximately 
1000 km, the entire length of the Bowen Basin as far north as Collinsville via the Millaroo 
Fault Zone, Rosella Thrust and the Burton Range Thrust, and southward to the Burunga 
and Moonie-Goondiwindi Fault (Figure 1). The Millaroo Fault Zone separates Thomson 
orogen lithologies of the Charters Towers Province from the Connors arc (Coney et al., 
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1990). The nature of the boundary between the Thomson orogen and the New England 
orogen is generally accepted to be a faulted contact.  
 
Directly to the west of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt lies the Comet Ridge (Figure 2 & Figure 
3), an anticlinal basement high extending from the Clermont Stable Block (Dickins and 
Malone, 1973). The Comet Ridge subdivides the Bowen Basin into the Taroom Trough 
and Denison Trough. This basement block was stable during the Early Permian, and later 
subsidence resulted in thin sedimentation on the ridge. As a basement high it formed an 
obstacle during later compression, shielding the Denison Trough from the intense stress 
observed in the Taroom Trough and confining the extent of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt 
(Korsch et al., 2009a).  
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Figure 2 Approximate location of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt in relation to the geological provinces of Queensland 
and GSQ Structural Interpretation (SRK, 2008). 
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Figure 3 Project Study Area shown in Regional Context of the Bowen Basin Solid Geology sourced from (Sliwa et al., 2008). 
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The Jellinbah Fault represents the western limit of an imbricate thrust fan. It has been 
suggested that it is intrinsically linked to a major east-dipping, thick-skinned detachment 
identified from interpretation of the BMR89_01 2D seismic line (Korsch, 2004). Earlier 
work in the region proposed thin-skinned thrust models (Holcombe et al., 1997). The 
Jellinbah Thrust Belt comprises extensive listric thrust faults that are predominantly NNW 
– SSE striking, with throws that typically vary from 5 m to greater than 600 m. According to 
the interpretation from Korsch (2004) in the project area, the width of the Jellinbah Thrust 
Belt is approximately 13 km (Figure 4). The fault zone culminates with the Jellinbah Thrust 
to the SW and the Yarrabee Thrust in the NE. The final SW blind thrust captured in 
BMR89_B01 is partially off section in the recent seismic data used in this project. When 
included, it extends the Jellinbah Thrust Belt width to 15 km in the project area.   
 
Figure 4 Seismic traverse BMR89_B01 Interpretation of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt from Korsch (2004). 
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1.3 Historical exploration 
 
Detailed exploration in the Bowen Basin began in the 1960’s with a number of geophysical 
surveys being undertaken both by the private sector and the Bureau of Mineral Resources. 
One of the most substantial seismic lines that traverses the basin is an east-west line from 
Emerald to Duaringa (Robertson, 1961, Robertson, 1965). As a result of the survey 
investigations, structures within the basin were determined from the discordance of high 
amplitude reflectors in the Blackwater Group. The available data have increased more 
recently with a significant amount of private sector seismic coverage and a large number 
of new coal seam gas wells (Figure 3). Various historical seismic lines including the 2007 
Dingonose Survey, the 1992 Dingonose Survey and the extensive deep reflection survey 
BMR89.B01, traverse the Jellinbah Thrust Belt. This improved lateral coverage of the fault 
zone with seismic data provides an opportunity to interpret variations in the structure along 
strike and to determine what factors may influence the fault pattern in the project area. The 
area has also been explored for coal, with recent exploration bores, modelled by Carabella 
Resources Pty Ltd, providing some unpublished background information and an indication 
of fault angles in the vicinity of seismic line 07-DNG-02.  
 
1.4 Dynamic computer modelling 
 
The development of subsurface models for mining and hydrocarbon exploration relies on a 
variety of datasets that are integrated as supporting evidence of earth processes. 
Evidence of what controls the development of fault systems and their kinematics is 
captured across each dataset, and when combined these can amount to a credible 
argument. It is important to note that such techniques and advancements are not 
unmitigated replacements for geological reconnaissance and field studies (Nieuwland and 
Buchanan, 1996). This project aims to incorporate seismic interpretation, well data and 
geophysical data interpretation in the depth domain (Horscroft and Bain, 1996) to develop 
an enhanced understanding of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt. The main benefit of computer 
based reconstruction is the speed in which computers can perform recalculations from 
new data, update interpretations or make adjustments to depth conversions. Manual 
interpretations may require a complete restart to make minor changes and are less 
dynamic. The accuracy of computer translations and calculations results in fewer errors, 
with Computer Aided Design (CAD) functionality and electronic data storage allowing 
future work to be performed as software algorithms or datasets develop. Software does 
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have issues however, such as bugs and technical difficulties. A lack of user friendliness 
can severely affect the learning curve. Data formatting can also be an issue, as multiple 
formats and legacy formats can make it difficult to incorporate data, requiring additional 
manipulation. Commonly, custodians of data may not have records or details on how the 
data were collected or processed. Finally, the users concept of the expected results is 
important, in order to assess confidence in a dataset. Without a high resolution dataset a 
computer cannot produce a high resolution model, so it is essential to know where the 
data came from and what sort of accuracy and precision they have (Taylor, 1997). 
 
1.5 Review of geometry of thrust fault deformation 
 
By looking at the geometry of faulting and the relative stress and intensity in both plan view 
and along cross-sections, a better understanding of the geodynamic events of the Hunter-
Bowen Orogeny and the Bowen Basin tectonic setting is intended. Various mechanisms 
are inferred to account for the deformation observed within the Jellinbah Thrust Belt. 
Figure 5 shows some simplified structural geometries and various types of failure mode 
potentially observed in the Jellinbah Thrust Belt.       
   
 
Figure 5 Schematic diagram showing various modes of failure anticipated in the Jellinbah Thrust Belt. a) 
Reverse faults with the hanging wall of the upper block sliding over the footwall of the lower block. b) Kink Band 
development, adapted from Kampfer and Leroy (2009). c) Blind reverse fault. d) Back thrust and associated 
“Pop-up” structure. e) Normal Fault. 
 
By interpreting from 2D seismic data, I intend to identify these geometries in the Jellinbah 
Thrust Belt and potential mechanisms for them. In this project the major features recorded 
are simplified representations based on interpretation and modelling and are only 
approximations derived from real situations; they are not necessarily the entire story. 
Observations can be made about the development of the JTB geometry by observing 
changes in fault characteristics, such as dip angle, style of deformation and changes in the 
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amount of total displacement, in adjacent sections along fault strike. Quantification of 
these changes via a palinspastic restoration enables validation of the interpreted 
kinematics.  
 
Modelling experiments conducted by Kampfer and Leroy (2009) present failure 
mechanism maps for given shortening displacements, which detail the importance of burial 
depth and the geometrical imperfection (mis-orientation of bedding layers to compressive 
force direction), on the formation of reverse faults and kink bands (Figure 5a, b & c). As a 
general rule, shallow deformation is commonly brittle, with abundant gouge and 
cataclastics. Deeper, temperature-elevated deformation involves mylonitisation of rock 
adjacent to the fault surface (Merle, 1998). Structural style transition with depth in thrust 
domains is observed in case studies from the eastern Orobic Alps of Northern Italy 
(Carminati et al., 1997). Distal from the subduction zone the transition would be expected 
to occur at an average depth between 10 km to 20 km (Scholz, 1991). Burial estimates in 
the Bowen Basin suggest that during the Middle-Late Triassic (~230 Ma), immediately 
before the uplift phase, a maximum depth of 3.0 km to 3.5 km was attained for the Late 
Permian coal seams (Mallett et al., 1990, Uysal et al., 2000).  
 
Thrust faults may use a mudstone, shale, coal seam or other suitable unit to propagate 
horizontally, referred to as “layer parallel shortening.” In this scenario it takes less effort for 
the fault to transport material via bedding slip with minimal deformation to the layers 
themselves, than by buckling. Deviations in fault dip angle are frequently demonstrated in 
thrust faults propagating through anisotropic strata, forming “ramps” within the more 
competent sections and “flats” along the ductile or mechanically incompetent layers 
(Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6 Development style of thrust fault in mechanically contrasting layers, ramping in competent units and 
flats along ductile units. Red dashed line indicates preferred fracture path.  Adapted from Merle (1998); modified 
from Hayes (1891). 
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It is common in sedimentary rocks for bedding to be the main structural discontinuity 
(Poblet and Lisle, 2011), and it is logical that these interfaces are preferred kinetic outlets 
for strain, as they are more ductile and provide less resistance to shearing than the 
surrounding lithologies. The degree of sliding is related to the increasing resistance, this is 
related to the confining pressure which will increase resistance on flat shear surfaces. The 
lower the confining pressure, the less energy the gliding units need to move whilst 
remaining relatively intact. This phenomenon is also influenced by the migration of fluid, 
due to pressure differentiation to the surface, providing assistance to the “stable sliding” 
migration. Possibly due to more competent units acting as barriers to flow, increasing fluid 
pressure at the contact surface area of the glide plane. Increased fluid pressure will reduce 
effective stress. As the fluid pressure counterbalances the pressure of the overlying rock 
(lithostatic pressure), the shear stress necessary to move the rock becomes greatly 
reduced. Without an increase in the fluid pressure along detachment surfaces, internal 
deformation occurs preferentially (Hubbert and Rubey, 1959). Evidence of substantial 
hydrothermal fluid migration related to the Jellinbah Thrust Belt is present, with the highest 
ranked coals in the Bowen Basin located adjacent to Bluff (Uysal et al., 2000). Uysal et al. 
(2000) interpreted these high reflectance values of ~2.7% as a result of thermal anomalies 
reflective of hot fluid migration rather than burial depth (Uysal et al., 2000).  
 
Complex thrust fault geometries typically involve compression combined with a varying 
degree of strike-slip motion. Once a fault pattern is formed, the fault block’s subsequent 
movement is dependent on the stress regime. Slight changes in this stress regime 
determine the displacement vector and the proportion of the strike-slip component. 
Consequently, varying amounts of out-of-plane shear may occur dependent on the relative 
orientation of the fault plane and the stress state. Lateral ramps will have a component of 
strike-slip displacement without any change in the stress conditions. 
 
Classification of fault planes in 3D by McClay (1992) focuses on variation between the 
lateral orientation of the thrust plane in relation to the transport direction. The fault planes 
are categorised as lateral, frontal and oblique ramps (Figure 7a); with a distinction 
between lateral ramp and perpendicular strike-slip tear or transfer fault, due to the higher 
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fault dip angle of the latter feature (Figure 7b) (McClay, 1992).  
 
Figure 7 a) 3D Schematic ramping along a thrust Footwall b) Transfer fault development perpendicular to the 
direction of transport (McClay, 1992). 
 
Thrust systems can be distinguished as imbricate fans or duplexes. Imbricate fans 
comprise individual thrusts that branch along the section from a common detachment, 
whereas duplex structures are derived when the branches from the lower detachment 
merge into the detachment surface above (McClay, 1992).  
 
1.6 Palinspastic restoration  
 
The scope of the project was to use a broad range of modern exploration techniques to aid 
with structural interpretation and validation of a complex geological setting. One modern 
exploration technique is the use of a palinspastic restoration, and recent advances in 
computer hardware and software have made this technique more popular. This technique 
has been used in many structurally complex regions, such as the Rocky Mountain Foothills 
of NE British Columbia (Archer and Lawton, 2004). Palinspastic studies have been 
conducted globally using MoveTM and SKUATM in complex fault domains such as the 
western Cuban fold and thrust belt (Saura et al., 2008) and the central Periadriatic basin in 
Italy (Bigi et al., 2013).  
 
A palinspastic restoration is used to compare structural scenarios to see which is the most 
likely. In order to determine this, the bed lengths and cross sectional areas of each horizon 
are measured and the less variable interpretation is chosen. Ideally when restorations are 
successful the balanced bed lengths should be identical (Dahlstrom, 1969). A balanced 
section is not necessarily correct; however a section that cannot be balanced cannot 
possibly be correct. 
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Previous studies have demonstrated the usefulness of the palinspastic restoration 
technique but also its limitations. Work in inverted basins is noted as problematic and 
requires complex 3D restorations with data from numerous sources (Hill and Cooper, 
1996), due to out-of-plane shear making an accurate 2D restoration practically impossible. 
Using a restoration it is possible to identify evidence of inversion and assess if denudation 
and syntectonic deposition have affected the evolution of the basin. As the level of 
structural complexity increases, the requirement for additional data and comprehensive 3D 
models to deduce the kinematic configuration confidently becomes vital, due to problems 
with section balancing in areas where out-of-plane movements have occurred (Coward, 
1996). 
By using the palinspastic reconstruction the deformation affecting each section could be 
examined in more detail. The rigid (translation and rotation) and non-rigid (strain) 
components of deformation were analysed to determine the amount of large scale 
homogenous and heterogeneous deformation that had taken place. The palinspastic 
reconstruction provides an immediate output of the one-dimensional strain by measuring 
the variation in section length (Figure 8). 
 
 
 
Figure 8 Shortening of layers by faulting. The red layer represents original length (lo), after deformation new 
length (l). Elongation is found by comparing the two. Adapted from Fossen (2010). 
 
Elongation (e) of a line is defined as; e = (l – lo)/lo 
 
By comparing the final section length to the original section length the amount of stretching 
or shortening that had taken place was gauged and converted to a percentage of the 
original length. As 2D seismic interpretation is relatively broad scale, typically faults in this 
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project have only been identified when they exhibit displacements greater than 20 m, and 
due to the nature of the reconstruction process only the primary reverse thrust faults that 
are deemed to be significant to the palinspastic restoration have been identified with 
displacements ranging from ~ 30 m to 2000 m. The prediction of smaller scale features 
that are subseismic has been projected using the relationships between fault throw and 
frequency in order to estimate the total amount of shortening.  
  
Chapter 2. REGIONAL OVERVIEW 
2.1 Structural history 
 
The eastern Australian continental margin comprises three roughly north-south trending 
accretionary orogens known as the Tasmanides. Episodes of cratonic accretion, from west 
to east , spanned the Early Palaeozoic (~514 to 500 Ma) Delamerian Orogen, (Foden et 
al., 2006) the Lachlan and Thomson Orogens (450 to 340 Ma) and the Late Palaeozoic to 
early Mesozoic New England Orogen (310 to 210 Ma) (Gray and Foster, 2004).  
 
During the late Palaeozoic, Australia’s orientation was rotated approximately perpendicular 
to its present day position in a clockwise direction. At that time the current South Australian 
coastline west of the Tasman Line was the western pre-rifted continental margin, adjacent 
and connected to Antarctica (Coney et al., 1990). Figure 9 adapted from Fielding (2008), 
shows the overall plate positions of the earth during this period. Australia is noted to have 
been close to the South Pole at the onset of the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny with the present 
day eastern margin facing south. 
 
The progressive closure of the paleo-Tethys and synchronous opening of neo-Tethys was 
due to rifting on the eastern margin of Gondwana, accompanied by the NW – SE trending 
subduction system on the southern margin. The interspersed phases of compression and 
extension involved the subduction of oceanic crust beneath the ancient continental margin 
of eastern Australia and added landmass to the older Australian craton (Glen, 2005).  
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Figure 9 Paleotectonic evolution of the earth from the Late Permian through to the Middle Jurassic. Australia 
(AU) sits at the base of the olive coloured Gondwana supercontinent. The NeoTethys (NT) is adjacent to the 
eastern margin of Gondwana c.a 300 Ma. The onset of rifting and progressive accretion of Southern Asia is due 
to the closure of the PalaeoTethys and extension of the NeoTethys. The Southern Gondwana plate margin, 
currently equivalent to Australia’s eastern margin, is the loci of pulsed compressional events associated with 
the Tasminides and most recently the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny.  Adapted from Fielding et al. (2008).  
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The predominant N – S structural grain within the Thomson Orogen is preserved at the 
Bowen Basin’s western margin and was overprinted in the younger sediments within the 
Basin by a NW – SE trend as a result of plate motion as per Sliwa in Esterle et al. (2002), 
when subsequent subduction complexes rotated, due to closure of the Palaeo Tethys and 
extension of the Neo Tethys (Fielding et al., 2008). Tectonic developments culminated 
with the eventual break up of Gondwanaland in an extensional setting during late 
Mesozoic time (Coney et al., 1990).  
 
2.2 Stratigraphy 
 
Modern nomenclature applied by Brakel et al. (2009) to describe the sequence 
stratigraphy (Figure 10) differs from the previous nomenclature used by Fielding et al. 
(2001) (Figure 10). Well data collected by CSG exploration in the area were correlated 
using Fielding et al. nomenclature, and this has been continued to be used in the 
restoration. However Brakel’s more recent work has been considered in this chapter for 
ease of conversion in the event that is the preferred convention. A brief description of the 
stratigraphy is gathered from the work of Brakel et al. (2009) as the variation in lithological 
characteristics through the stratigraphic sequence has had a critical impact on the 
deformation observed in the Jellinbah Thrust Belt.  
 
The basement (beneath the Bowen Basin  B15) is understood to consist of 
undifferentiated Late Carboniferous to Early Permian metavolcanics and typically andesitic 
and basaltic lava flows with ignimbrites, dacites and rhyolites in some parts. Early Permian 
rift phase volcanics considered age equivalents to the Camboon Volcanics identified 
around Cracow in the southern Connors Arch and adjacent parts of the Bowen Basin 
(Jones, 2006, Withnall, 2009). 
 
Recent SHRIMP dating suggests a variety of dates, estimated between  308 +/-5 Ma to 
297 +/-2 Ma as reported by Withnall (2009), with younger dates recorded in the upper 
parts of the Camboon Volcanics of 284 +/-4 Ma, (Jones, 2006). These volcanics and 
associated metasediments are referred to as Supersequence A (Figure 10). 
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These units are unconformably overlain by the Early Permian Back Creek Group, a 
sequence of marine sandstones and siltstones comprising the Buffel Formation, Oxtrack 
Formation, Barfield and Flat Top Formation. The Buffel Formation is predominantly 
fossiliferous limestone with a conglomeratic base. Palynological ages suggest that the 
Buffel Formation is approximately 273 to 297 Ma (Withnall, 2009). A significant 
depositional hiatus of approximately 10 Ma (Fielding et al., 1995) separates the Buffel 
Formation from the Oxtrack Formation in the Bowen Basin. The Oxtrack Formation is also 
predominantly limestone and contains distinct fossil assemblages distinguishable from 
those of the Buffel Formation (Briggs, 1993). The Buffel Formation and the Oxtrack 
Formation belong to Supersequence B and C, respectively (Brakel et al., 2009). 
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Figure 10 Schematic, north-south cross-section showing the distribution of Late Permian, volcanic-lithic sediments in the Bowen Basin adapted from Fielding et al. (2001) 
combined with Permian and Triassic correlation chart of the Bowen and Gunnedah Basins showing relationship between lithostratigraphy, sedimentary sequences, main 
tectonic events and basin phases. Arrows indicate compressional (=><=) and extensional (<==>) events. Adapted from Brakel et al. (2009). 
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The Barfield Formation lies conformably above the Oxtrack Formation and is a mudstone 
unit with sporadic thin feldspathic sandstone bands that are occasionally calcareous. The 
Barfield Formation’s age is approximately 260 to 270 Ma (Brakel et al., 2009, Withnall, 
2009). The Flat Top Formation, which conformably sits atop the Barfield Formation, is 
composed of interbedded mudstone and siltstone, and it is usually calcareous. It has 
occasional tuff bands and coquinitic limestone bands. The Banana Formation lies 
conformably above the Flat Top Formation and is composed mostly of mudstone and 
siltstone, with minor tuff bands and sparse coal seams. The Barfield Formation, Flat Top 
Formation and Banana Formation are all marine-shelf to deltaic deposits and belong to 
Supersequence D (Brakel et al., 2009). 
 
Conformably above the Banana Formation lies the Scotia Member, a deltaic deposit that 
contains sandstone, shale, siltstone, coal seams and tuffaceous bands. It represents 
Supersequence E in the Taroom Trough and is a lower part of the Burunga Formation. 
Well data refer to the MacMillan Formation and Fairhill Formation as interchangeable with 
the Scotia Member equivalent Peawaddy Formation (Brakel et al., 2009). Above the Scotia 
Member lies the Black Alley Shale or equivalent part of the Upper Burunga Formation, 
also known as the Burngrove Formation (Fielding et al., 1993). It consists of intermittent 
coal seams with tuffaceous bands, also identified as Supersequence F1 (Figure 10). The 
sequence thickens substantially to the east in the Taroom Trough. The Upper Burunga 
Formation generally coarsens upwards from predominantly mudstone to mainly sandstone 
at the top. Shale and tuffaceous coal units are present within the sequence (Brakel et al., 
2009). The development of the dark mudstones immediately above the Scotia Member is 
generally considered to be due to a rapid transgression, although it has been suggested 
that the deposit represents a freshwater lake or lagoonal setting (Draper and McClung, 
1983).  
The Baralaba Coal Measures are above the Upper Burunga Formation, and are the lateral 
equivalent of the Rangal Coal Measures. The division between the Rangal Coal Measures 
and the underlying Burngrove Formation is the Yarrabee Tuff, a whitish tuffaceous marker 
band typically around 1 metre thick. Rangal Coal Measures are interpreted to represent 
sediment accumulation on a waterlogged alluvial plain with arborescent peat swamps 
(Beeston and Draper, 1991), with catastrophic events causing an alluvial meandering 
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system to flood areas with excess sediment supply (Fielding et al., 1993). A simplified 
table showing the names of individual coal seam horizons within the Rangal Coal 
Measures that have been correlated within the region in the recent Arrow Bowen Gas 
Project exploration of the Blackwater Group is presented in Table 1.  
 
 
Age 
 
Geological Unit 
Typical 
Thickness 
(m) 
Seam 
name/ 
Horizon 
Avg Seam 
Thickness 
downhole 
(m) 
Quaternary  Alluvial Silts and Sands ~  10 -35   
Tertiary 
Basalt 0 - 80   
Undifferentiated Sediments 0 -50   
  unconformity  
Triassic Rewan Group 200 - 800   
Late Upper 
Permian 
Bl
ac
kw
at
er
 G
ro
up
 
Rangal Coal Measures 25 - 200 
Aries I 0.6 
Aries II 2.1 
Castor I 0.35 
Pollux I 3.5 
Pollux II 1.8 
Orion I < 0.25 
Orion II 2.2 
Orion III 1.9 
Pisces I  
Burngrove Formation 
100 - 600 
Fort 
Coopers 
Coal 
Measures 
 
Fairhill Formation 
 
Ba
ck
 C
re
ek
 G
ro
up
 
MacMillan Formation and 
German Creek Coal Measures 
100 - 700 
Moranbah 
Coal 
Measures 
 
Middle 
Permian 
Maria/Ingelara Formation 
400 - 1200 
  
 unconformity  
Aldebaran Sandstone   
Table 1 Stratigraphic Table for Jellinbah Thrust Region around Bluff Central Bowen Basin (compiled using 
Bowen Gas Project EIS) (Arrow_Energy, 2012). 
 
Figure 11 schematically shows some of the local seam names recorded in the study area 
and the low angle of dip (~15°) toward the Taroom Trough. The Baralaba Coal Measures 
form Supersequence F2. This sequence comprises a large progradational sequence of 
terrestrial coal measures over marine sediments as a response to mountain building and 
associated sediment influx. It begins with the Black Alley Shale, which separates the 
Fairhill Formation and Burngrove Formation. Lying upon the Baralaba Coal Measures is 
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the Rewan Group, a sandstone unit with occasional red beds and mudstone bands 
deposited in a fluvial or lacustrine environment (Grech, 2001). The deposition of the 
Rewan Group commenced near the Permian - Triassic boundary and it represents the 
whole of Supersequence G (Brakel et al., 2009). Above the Rewan Group in the project 
area are poorly consolidated Tertiary sediments and volcanics. 
 
Figure 11 Typical stratigraphic section showing Baralaba Coal Measures (Rangal Coal Measures, Burngrove 
Formation and Fairhill Formation), based on local drilling well completion reports. Excluding the influence of 
faulting. Seams dipping at approximately 15° toward the Taroom Trough. Drawn by the author.  
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2.3 Tectonic model  
 
A series of schematic figures illustrate a simplistic mechanical model based on the 
observations from the SW – NE seismic images and the geological history of the Bowen 
Basin (Esterle et al., 2002) (Figure 12, Figure 13 & Figure 14). The onset of back arc 
extension, illustrated in Figure 12b, initiated in the Denison Trough and other extensional 
basins (Figure 1) around 300 to 305 Ma. Then gradually migrated east into the Bowen 
and Gunnedah Basins around 280 to 285 Ma (Korsch et al., 2009b), a reaction to slab 
rollback that occurred at the subduction zone on the retreating plate margin of East 
Gondwanaland (Figure 12).  
 
Figure 12 Schematic Late Carboniferous/ Early Permian evolution of the Eastern margin of Gondwanaland. 
Depicting interpreted mechanics associated with the subduction on the eastern margin of the Australian 
continent involved slab rollback resulting in the subsequent extension of the backarc. Drawn by the author. 
 
Early Permian extension resulted in a series of extensional half-grabens forming with a 
common detachment surface distal to the orogenic belt (Korsch et al., 2009b). Syn-
tectonic rift deposition commenced in the Early Permian-late Carboniferous period, with 
sedimentation initially taking place in a terrestrial setting as confirmed by the presence of 
coal seams in the sedimentary record (Reids Dome Beds, Collinsville Coal Measures, 
Rugby Formation) named Supersequence A (Brakel et al., 2009). This was followed by a 
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transgressive marine sequence (Supersequence B), with transitional phases, due to 
thermal subsidence a result of the thinned lithosphere being thickened and drawn down by 
the newly amalgamated cooling denser mantle material (Figure 13).  
 
Figure 13 Schematic Early Mid Permian/ Mid Permian evolution of the Eastern margin of Gondwanaland. 
Depicting interpreted mechanics associated with the subduction on the eastern margin of the Australian 
continent. Extension is superseded by thermal subsidence resulting in marine transgression with subsequent 
foreland loading associated with the recommencement of orogenic collision progressively to transitioning to a 
continental deposition setting in the Bowen Basin. Drawn by the author. 
 
As subduction ensued, foreland loading started, driven by collisional thickening of the 
sediments proximal to the magmatic arc. This signalled the onset of the compressive 
phase of the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny. A significant hiatus of deposition between the Buffel 
Formation and the Oxtrack Formation is noted in the Taroom Trough, marking the initial 
phase of inversion on extensional faults (Brakel et al., 2009). This hiatus is associated with 
the uplift and compression that occurred during this period with relatively quiescent 
shallow-marine environments further to the west (Supersequence C) (Brakel et al., 2009). 
In the eastern Taroom Trough, rapid uplift and increased erosion rates struggled to keep 
pace with the ongoing subsidence during Supersequence D resulting in turbidite deposits 
(Brakel et al., 2009). Towards the end of this sequence the uplift and erosion began to 
surpass subsidence and the deep-marine transitioned to more shallow-marine and an 
eventual progradation to deltaic environments transpired. In this deltaic environment the 
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German Creek Coal Measures were deposited, represented in seismic data by stronger 
reflectors. Progressively the onset of thrusting reactivated some of the earlier rift structures 
(Brakel et al., 2009) and developed new sub branches as stress was accommodated more 
easily on glide planes within the freshly deposited mechanically anisotropic coal bearing 
sequences (Merle, 1998). During this period the erosion of the magmatic arc and 
deposition of fluvial-deltaic sediments continued within the basin (Figure 14).   
 
Figure 14 Late Permian/ Early Triassic evolution of the Eastern margin of Gondwanaland. Reactivation and 
choking of the subducting slab on the eastern margin of the Australian continent results in compression in the 
crustal layer. Inversion of the earlier rift faults produces thrust and reverse faults. Uplift results in basin sag due 
to continental stacking. Drawn by the author. 
 
Relative sea-level rise resulted in Late Permian brackish marine sediments, which were 
superseded again by uplift and erosion prograding into deltaic-fluvial deposits and the final 
stages of Permian coal deposition (Supersequence F). Triassic deposition occurred with 
predominantly alluvial progradation and a lack of coal deposition (Fielding et al., 1993). 
Vast quantities of terrestrial sediment were sourced from denudation of uplifted strata of 
the Permian Basin (Supersequence G) and were reworked and deposited in a sagging 
basin (Brakel et al., 2009). The New England Orogen collision phase revitalised later in the 
Triassic, uplifting and eroding much of the younger Triassic sequence in the Taroom 
Trough during the peak of compressive deformation (Beeston, 1986).  
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2.4 Comparable case studies   
 
Although entirely distinct both chronologically and in magnitude, the regional setting has 
some similarities to the Appalachian Thrust terrane in North America (Hobbs, 1985). 
Figure 9 highlights in orange the Taconic (abbreviated to TA) orogenic belt, which formed 
between the African and North American continents. This orogenic belt formed during the 
closure of the Iapetus Ocean, which spanned approximately 60 Ma from the mid 
Ordovician (~500 Ma) to the Late Ordovician (~440 Ma). This collision formed a mountain 
range trending SW – NE through eastern North America, New England and eastern 
Canada. A series of terrane provinces aligned in the same orientation as the Tasminide-
related orogenic provinces prior to the subsequent breakup of Pangaea and anti-clockwise 
rotation of Australia.  
 
Studies from the Appalachians demonstrate the Geneseo Shale and the Marcellus Shale 
are major decollement surfaces (Gillespie et al., 2015) and they are potentially comparable 
to the multiple coal intervals and Black Alley Shale within the Bowen Basin, as thick 
(~100m or more), laterally extensive and weak units. At different times, Devonian in the 
Appalachians and Permian in the Bowen Basin, both areas underwent independent yet 
similar processes in their tectonic evolution such as extensional rifting followed by thermal 
relaxation and subduction related compression.  
 
A transpressional component is noted in the northern Appalachians resulting from oblique 
collision of Laurentia with Gondwana (Hibbard, 1994). Oblique collision also occurred in 
the New England Fold Belt with the southern and eastern margins of Gondwana 
demonstrating intricate patterns of oblique subduction and dextral transtension, possibly 
resulting from slab rollback (Li and Powell, 2001, Veevers, 2004). In depth focus on the 
mechanics of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt in the Moura area conducted by Hammond (1988) 
suggests that discrete corridors caused by deeper basement SW – NE transverse faults 
divide the Bowen Basin into numerous adjacent domains, juxtaposing differing 
sedimentary suites alongside one another. These basement features, shown in Figure 15, 
are subtle and they are generally inferred from their influence on other structures or 
lineaments in geophysical data (Esterle et al., 2002).  
 
Extension-related volcanism may be associated with positive gravity anomalies interpreted 
as basement highs (Dickins and Malone, 1973). Foreland basement highs are known to 
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act as obstacles and create bends in thrust belts globally. In the Rocky Mountain foreland, 
interference structures are heavily influenced by the interplay between basement 
structures and thrusting (Kulik and Schmidt, 1988). Numerous studies conducted have 
shown pre-thrusting stratigraphic thinning also interacts with basement structures 
(Montgomery, 1993, Paulsen and Marshak, 1999).  
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Figure 15 Geoscience Australia Bouger gravity image of the Bowen Basin (red: high; blue: low). Gravity shows 
that the Comet Ridge is a N – S trending high which suggests a shallower basement feature and consequently a 
thinner sedimentary sequence. In  the SE of the Bowen Basin  the Taroom Trough is a gravity low synonymous 
with deeper basement and a thicker sedimentary sequence.  
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Chapter 3. DATA, PROCESSING AND METHODS 
3.1 Project dataset  
 
The digital SEGY data available for the 2007 2D Duaringa and Dingonose Seismic Survey 
provided three seismic sections that transect part of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt 
perpendicular to the main fault planes and one that is orientated obliquely to the thrust 
faults but overlaps and is in close proximity to the other lines. The seismic sections have 
an approximate depth of 10 km, which equates to a total two-way travel time (TWTT) of 
approximately four seconds. All lines were acquired with a 15 m group interval and 
employed a vibroseis source. The purpose for acquiring and processing the eight lines 
was to best image the shallow data for coal and methane gas deposits. In addition, it 
would also add to the understanding of the overall geology of the region (Tan, 2008). 
Processing of seismic was completed by Fugro Seismic Imaging. Included in the 2007 
Dingonose dataset obtained from the Queensland Government, Department of Mines and 
Energy, was a completion report, and migrated SEGY data, average velocity data and 
navigation data in the GDA94 datum. Root Mean Square (RMS) stacking velocities that 
were derived as part of the processing step were provided by the Queensland 
Government, and a comprehensive report document was prepared detailing the steps 
taken to obtain accurate velocity data (Tan, 2008). 
 
A data search of open file well data in the region was conducted to complement the 
seismic information. Wells within a 500m buffer zone around the seismic lines were 
requested and collated with logs and lithological information where available. Some of the 
recent CSG wells that exist in the vicinity of the project area were confidential during the 
data gathering phase and were not able to be used in the project. Others have only 
recently become available and were not used in the early stages of the project but 
provided useful information about the relationship between faulting and geology and were 
used as a post restoration verification of the stratigraphic interpretation. In the project area 
no publically available wells reach the basement. Publically unavailable wells potentially 
intersect the basement and will give useful information about the thickness of the 
sedimentary pile above the basement. Some of these wells will become publically 
available in the near-term.   
 
Table 2 highlights the wells used in this project. Additional drilling, conducted by Carabella 
Resources Pty Ltd, focussed in one part of the study area, provided useful information 
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about the angle and frequency of faulting through the area from approximately 70 shallow 
wells that intersect the Rangal Coal Measures and Burngrove Formations. The wells also 
provided information to guide discussion around mechanics within the Jellinbah Thrust 
Belt. The location of well data and seismic lines are shown in Figure 16 alongside the 
Bowen Basin solid geology map.   
 
WELL  TOTAL DEPTH Report 
(CR_NO) 
Comments 
BLUFF 1 648.75 24972 Logs available 
DUCKWORTH 1 895  Logs available  
DUCKWORTH 1/1R 895 55750 Logs available as PER Duckworth 1 
DUCKWORTH 1R 735  Logs available as PER Duckworth 1 
DINGONOSE 1/1R 784 57749 Logs available 
DINGONOSE 12 828.17 55751 Logs available 
DINGONOSE 12R 828.17  As Dingonose12 
DINGONOSE 10 844 55727 Logs available 
BOOMBAH 1 966  NO WIRELINE LOGS CONDUCTED 
BW 6 600.25 72160 Logs available 
DINGONOSE 6 1204.7 76549 Logs on Well Completion Report 
DUCKWORTH 4 1170.7 76305 Logs on Well Completion Report 
BWP 39C1 380.2  NO LOGS AVAILABLE 
BWP 39V1 388.66  NO LOGS AVAILABLE 
BWP 39L1 1442.05  NO LOGS AVAILABLE 
DUCKWORTH 11 1057.75 76292 Logs on Well Completion Report 
DUCKWORTH 2 674 75623 Logs on Well Completion Report 
DUCKWORTH 3 914.85 74157 Logs on Well Completion Report 
DINGONOSE 2 1200 74056 Logs on Well Completion Report 
DINGONOSE 9 1220 74049 Logs on Well Completion Report 
DINGONOSE 18 877 74050 Logs on Well Completion Report 
DINGONOSE 27 1300 77128 available 1st Quarter 2016 
DUCKWORTH 16 1134 81152 available 1st Quarter 2016 
DUCKWORTH 14 886 77395 available 1st Quarter 2016 
DUCKWORTH 15 881 77422 available 1st Quarter 2016 
DUCKWORTH 8 736 77391 available 1st Quarter 2016 
DUCKWORTH 10 743 77418 available 1st Quarter 2016 
DUCKWORTH 21 745.55 84342 available 1st Quarter 2016 
LIBERTY 6 1302.49 84824 available 1st Quarter 2016 
Table 2 Available open file and confidential well data within 500m buffer of 2D seismic traverses.  
 
Geophysical Datasets accessed via QDEX data (Queensland Digital Exploration data) 
portal included magnetic surveys from Project Capricorn 2000, survey number 1050, 
which partially covers the project area and the Total Magnetic Intensity image of 
Queensland, a collage of various surveys amalgamated by the Geological Survey of 
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Queensland (GSQ).  Bouger gravity data was also  incorporated into this project from the 
Seebase TM (SRK, 2008) study. 
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Figure 16 Detailed Location of project seismic lines and well data overlain on Bowen Basin solid geology (GSQ) and Fault interpretation taken from Sliwa et al. (2008).
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3.2 Workflow  
 
Several geological software packages were used to conduct this study including 
Paradigm’s SKUA-GOCAD TM and Midland Valley’s Move TM software. SKUA-GOCAD™ is 
a comprehensive software package that allows for depth conversions using seismic 
velocities, seismic interpretation and geological modelling. Move™ is a structural geology 
package that has section balancing, 2D and 3D kinematic restoration capabilities, as well 
as stress and strain analysis functionality. The project workflow is highlighted in Figure 17, 
and each step is explained in detail throughout the following sections. 
 
 
Figure 17 Workflow for the palinspastic restoration of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt 
 
3.3 Seismic depth migrations 
 
The Root Mean Squared (RMS) stacking velocity picks for 2D migrated seismic data from 
the area were originally imported into SKUA™, Paradigm software, in the time domain. 
Conversion of the data to the depth domain within the software was accomplished using 
the RMS stacking velocities provided with the seismic data. The velocity points obtained 
from the Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM) were in a legacy ascii 
format. The velocity “.west” files were manually reformatted in Excel™ into a point set 
defined in three dimensional space by x,y and z coordinate notation (i.e”.xyz” format). This 
allowed the data to be imported into SKUA™ and Move™ (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18 Velocity point data for seismic line 07-DNG-01 visualised in MoveTM. Each dot represents a two-way travel time with an associated average RMS velocity value. 
Data was generated by Fugro (Tan, 2008) as part of the seismic processing stage and was provided in an ascii format.
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In SKUA™ a blank “voxet”, a 3 dimensional regular cell spaced grid, was created 
bounding each seismic traverse. The velocity points and the property values for RMS 
stacking average velocities at different time intervals in the z plane were interpolated and 
painted onto the voxet. Subsequently the velocity properties from the voxet were 
transferred to the 2D seismic line and used to convert the seismic line into depth using 
SKUA™’s default wavelet interpolation method specifically designed for seismic data. The 
initial depth conversion of the seismic data was then compared to the available open file 
bore log data and the SRK gravity magnetic basement elevation contours for the Bowen 
Basin (SRK, 2008). The top reflection in the seismic was interpreted as the first coal seam, 
as generally the lower density coal seams create the acoustic impedance that produce the 
majority of strong seismic reflectors; typically the Aries seam is the top of the Rangal Coal 
Measures. Differences in the elevation of the seismic reflectors and well data suggested 
the accuracy of the depth conversion at shallow depth to be reasonable, with variations 
approximately +/- 50m at a depth of ~ 500m (Figure 19). 
 
Figure 19 Depth converted seismic compared with two wells to check the accuracy of the time depth conversion 
at shallow depths. Coal seams are strong reflectors and the top coal seam identified in the wells (yellow sphere) 
is a close match to the top strong reflector.    
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The SEEBASE™ (SRK, 2008) basement contours derived from integrated magnetic and 
gravity interpretation in the region (Figure 20) varied significantly from the depth 
conversions at greater depths, and, as a result, the values of the velocity picks in the 
source file were reviewed. To improve the velocity estimates, open file Vertical Seismic 
Profile (VSP) data from the Dingonose 6 well situated within the project area and the 
Christmas Creek 1 well to the south were utilised (Figure 2). The depth velocity curves 
show the VSP data have significantly lower velocity values (Figure 21). To obtain straight 
best fit lines for different two-way travel time intervals, three sub-divisions were made, 
<400 ms, 400-1500 ms and >1500 ms in the original source velocity data. Each 
logarithmic line equation for the VSP data was then used to adjust the RMS velocity values 
for its respective sub division. Due to time constraints and the ease of use, the secondary 
depth conversions were carried out in Move™, and comparison between the seismic 
reflections, well data and basement estimates suggested that the Christmas Creek 1 VSP 
data appeared to be the best overall match. Final basement elevation contours from the 
seismic interpretation are overlain on Figure 20 indicating a N – S trending basement 
structure as opposed to the NW – SE trend put forward in the SEEBASE™ data.  It also 
showed that the Permian basin may be deeper in parts of the project area than suggested 
by the SRK SEEBASE™ basement contours as they smooth over the major faults (Figure 
22) where the basement may be displaced as proposed by the interpretation of Korsch 
(2004).  
 
Greater depth estimates to basement compared to the SRK SEEBASE™ is principally due 
to a lack of resolution in the SEEBASE™ data. Data compiled from gravity base stations 
located 4 – 5 km apart is suitable for large scale regional study, but they are unable to 
define the same level of detail as a closely spaced seismic survey. To check if seismic 
depth conversion accuracy has been compromised due to fragmentation of the rock mass 
affecting the velocities in areas of intense faulting activity, a velocity contour map has been 
generated for the 07-DNG-01 seismic line (Figure 23). Velocity data were gridded using a 
triangulation method with linear interpolation. The wave velocities across the section 
appear to remain fairly consistent. This would suggest that, overall, the velocity variation 
due to rock mass fragmentation variation is minimal and the depth conversion is practical. 
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Figure 20 Map showing SEEBASE™ basement elevation contours in comparison to basement from 2D seismic interpretation and well data. Light blue areas are basement 
highs with darker blue indicating greater depths to basement (SRK, 2008). 
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Figure 21 Average depth velocity curves from Dingonose seismic survey plotted alongside Vertical Seismic Profile (VSP) Dingonose 6 well data and Christmas Creek 1 
well data.
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Figure 22 Seismic 07-DNG-01 showing comparison between Seebase depth to basement contour and seismic reflections. With Well control at shallow depth showing a 
close match to similar seismic reflections. Figure 20 shows the location of this line in relation to SeebaseTM contours. 
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Figure 23 Velocity Contour Map for 07-DNG-01 showing relatively constant velocity variation with time across 
the section. 
Initially a structural interpretation of each seismic line was conducted in SKUA™. The 
process was iterative and there were software issues. A 3D fault network was created by 
connecting the faults in adjacent sections. Due to the model being composed primarily of 
fault and horizon lines from the 2D seismic, the horizons between faults had convex 
warping issues, a result of a lack of well control between seismic lines. The resulting 3D 
depth model was not successful as the interburden between horizons had vastly variable 
thicknesses. The interpretation was exported from SKUA™ in dxf format, and the 
interpretation was subsequently refined in Move™. The process of picking reflectors and 
faults involved numerous revisions due to the complexity of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt. The 
initial fault network generated in SKUA™ was intended to provide a useful cross reference 
for matching faults between adjacent 2D seismic traverses. 
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3.4 Seismic interpretation 
 
Preliminary Seismic Interpretation using SKUATM 
 
Seismic interpretation involved manually picking structural features and horizons in 
SKUATM from four Dingonose 2007 2D seismic traverses, namely, from north to south, 07-
DNG-01, 07-DNG-02, 07-DNG-08 and 07-DNG-07. With the exception of 07-DNG-07 
these were orientated at an oblique angle approximately 80° to the thrust plane. DG92-04 
was used for visual confirmation of the western faults but, despite being reprocessed, was 
deemed of insufficient quality for detailed fault interpretation (Figure 24). 
 
The SKUATM fault surfaces generated in 3D illustrate the shape of the major features and 
their orientation (Figure 25). Fault planes are interpreted smoothly to avoid a zig zag 
pattern that would result in restoration issues and over-interpretation. 
 
Fault network surfaces were edited and extended to intersect model boundaries and 
topography for comparison of tectonic influence on geomorphology and to identify 
discrepancies and possible cross-cutting structures that may have a significant impact on 
the structural interpretation. Having completed the initial correlation phase, a SKUATM 
model was generated using the “Stratigraphic and Structural Model” workflow. This 
workflow produced a 200 m2 cell size gridded model over the project area. From this 
model three cross sections (Figure 26) with transects in close proximity to the original 
seismic data were examined for validity and exported for subsequent use in a palinspastic 
reconstruction and quantitative analysis in the MoveTM software package. Seismic data 
were also exported in depth as SEGY files from SKUATM. 
 
The preliminary model and the interpretation in SKUATM were superseded by the revised 
interpretation in MoveTM. Although a complete palinspastic reconstruction was conducted 
using the preliminary interpretation, it is not included as part of this document. In retrospect 
the interpretation was inaccurate from both a depth conversion and a structural style 
perspective. The amendments to the depth conversion mentioned in the previous chapter 
and subsequent reinterpretation in MoveTM are comprehensive changes and are presented 
in the next section. 
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Figure 24 Preliminary interpretations of faults and seismic horizons across multiple seismic sections in SKUA™. 
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Figure 25 Preliminary structural interpretation of the fault network, connecting thrust surfaces generated from 2D Seismic interpretation in SKUA™. 
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Figure 26 3D image showing SKUATM sections through preliminary horizon and fault network model. Seismic / Stratigraphic boundaries are colour coded. 
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Final Seismic Interpretation using MoveTM 
 
In MoveTM the individual line strings for horizons and faults were named and given 
attributes, such as fault type, reverse/normal and visual properties such as colour and line 
thickness.  For the horizons the stratigraphic order of the reflectors was determined using 
each unit’s approximate age, based on its relative position to the inferred top and bottom 
of Permian. Colours used are for display purposes only and are not matched to any of the 
solid geology or structural maps and plans. MoveTM editing tools allowed quick 
adjustments to be made in order to better fit the seismic data. Fault strings and horizon 
strings were manipulated to better fit the data. Resampling of line strings to evenly 
distribute points was required along with the truncation of overlapping strings and 
extension of strings that did not terminate at string intersections. A final interpretation was 
generated and superimposed over the depth converted seismic.  
 
Faults may have different throws to the interpretation when they are extrapolations that are 
not clearly visible in the seismic data. The results of these interpretations are discussed in 
detail in section 4.  Drill holes along each of the lines penetrate the younger Permian 
sequences (Fairhill Formation to Rangal Coal Measures), however stratigraphy at depth 
relies on regional correlations with common marker horizons. Without deeper drill holes it 
is problematic to validate reflections with actual lithological units. As such, initially the 
lower reflectors are given the prefix UNK, for unknown. Reflectors for the Rangal Coal 
Measures (B70) and Buffel Formation (B30) have been interpreted in the vicinity (Brakel et 
al., 2009). These approximate end members provide useful limits to the extent of the 
Permian sequence of the Bowen Basin in the area and approximate estimates of 
thickness. This is discussed further in Section 4.  
 
The fault kinematics between sections were compared in order to examine the changing 
nature of the system along strike. The interpretation of line 07-DNG-08 was marred by its 
curved traverse, complicating processing and velocity estimation, which created significant 
distortion in the reflections. The “smiles”, resulting from inaccurate underestimated 
velocities (Zhu et al., 1998), increased the difficulty in deducing the trajectories of the fault 
surface and the horizons. This line highlighted perpendicular faults, and, when compared 
to topography, it was possible to corroborate lineaments. 
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Topographic, magnetic and gravity images were used to confirm lateral continuity and to 
avoid lateral miscorrelations. Checking the extent of fracture propagation ensured the 
faults coalesce rather than behave as discrete features (R Sliwa 2014, pers. comm., 2 
July). This difficulty is outlined in Figure 27 and the comparisons are discussed in the 
results chapter. 
 
Figure 27 Principles of fracture development and faulting compared to seismic interpretation and modelling. A) 
Nuclei of weakness inherent to lithology prior to deformation. B) Fracture planes emanate from nuclei in 
response to compressive stress. Some fractures coalesce to from elongate individual breakages whilst some 
remain separate. C) Modelling from 2D seismic traverses makes some simplification, these assumptions may 
not be entirely accurate. Note orientation of Fault A is slightly askew relative to the fracture plane. 
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3.5 Palinspastic reconstruction 
 
The palinspastic restoration commenced at the SW end of the sections, with 
displacements on the back thrusts calculated first, progressing to thrusts at the NE end of 
the section (FL40 to FL100). Restoration was carried out in MoveTM using the “Fault 
Parallel Flow” algorithm (Egan et al., 1997). This method splits the fault plane into 
separate dip areas, and changes in dip are marked by a dip bisector. Flow lines were 
created by joining points on different dip bisectors, which are equidistant from the fault 
plane. Horizons in the hanging wall translate along the flow lines, which are parallel to the 
fault plane, by the amount of displacement observed between the selected horizon parts in 
the hanging wall and footwall (MoveTM, 2014). The next step involved balancing the cross 
sections. It was useful to highlight where interpretation errors may exist by checking and 
comparing the line lengths of individual horizons. Section balancing theories (Dahlstrom, 
1969) state that bed lengths of separate horizons between known reference lines on areas 
of no interbed slip should be consistent where decollement surfaces are absent. In order to 
fully test this theory in the Jellinbah Thrust Belt, extended seismic lines would be 
necessary to obtain points for reference lines. However the technique still allows 
comparison of bed lengths that provide evidence for a tectonic history of the area and also 
enabled the quantification of the amount of shortening that occurred. 
 
Alterations conducted in MoveTM focused on closely honouring fault throw, bed length and 
horizon shape in order to begin the palinspastic reconstruction. Where variations exist the 
interpretation has been investigated and, if warranted, changed. The palinspastic 
restoration involved displacing all the beds and fault surfaces on the hanging wall side of 
the fault back to their position prior to thrust deformation. Conversely, for normal faults, 
surfaces on the footwall side were moved. This manual process was systematically 
conducted starting with the youngest faults and gradually working back through time. The 
reason for this order is that it is assumed that the fault system propagated westward. At 
the end of each section reconstruction a simple animation sequence (Appendix 1, 
Appendix 2 & Appendix 3) was produced showing the fault systems movements and any 
folding required to restore the sections back to their original position post the onset of 
Early Permian rifting, which is assumed to be concentrated in the Denison Trough and not 
visible or absent in the Bluff area. The displacements and sense of movement for each 
step were recorded in an excel table for comparison. These results give some indication of 
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the variation along the strike of the faults, and the factors that may have been influential 
are identified and discussed. 
 
Chapter 4. RESULTS OF STRUCTURAL INTERPRETATION 
 
4.1 Fault / Well intersections  
 
Well data only penetrate the upper sequence, with the deepest open file well available 
penetrating to 1200 m depth. This limits the recorded lithological boundaries to the top of 
the MacMillan Formation, and in most cases wells only penetrated to the base of the 
Burngrove Formation or upper part of the Fairhill Formation. Table 3 shows wells that 
intersect the fault surfaces and the lithology at the intersection. 
 
Fault Well Name Depth of 
Intersection (m) Stratigraphic Unit  Seam Name Lithology 
FL45 LIBERTY 6 1060 
 
 
*BNG Scorpio *XM/coal 
FL50 LIBERTY 6 194 Rewan Grp n/a sandstone 
FL60 DUCKWORTH 21 558 *FRHL Pegasus *XM/coal 
FL60 DUCKWORTH 11 948 *FRHL Fairhill 
 
*XM/coal 
FL100 DINGONOSE 23 Data currently not available 
FL100 DUCKWORTH 3 897 *BNG Aquarius *XM/coal 
Table 3 Wells that intersect interpreted fault surfaces. BNG – Burngrove Formation, FRHL – Fairhill Formation, 
XM – Carbonaceous Mudstone. 
 
The Liberty 6 well intersects the FL45 at approximately 1060 m, at the base of the 
Burngrove/top of the Fairhill Formation, through the Scorpio seam. This seam consists of 
approximately 4 m of carbonaceous mudstone and 1 m of coal. The Liberty 6 well also 
traverses the FL50, at a much shallower depth of 194 m, ramping (fault dip > 30°) through 
fine grain sandstone of the Rewan Group. Duckworth 21 traverses the FL60 at 558 m 
through the Pegasus seam, Upper Fairhill Formation. This seam consists of approximately 
18 m of carbonaceous mudstone. Duckworth 11 traverses the FL60 at 948 m, just above 
the top of the Fairhill Upper Seam. Although the geophysics were recorded for this well, no 
geophysical data were included in the well completion report. The seam at this depth 
consists of sandstone, a carbonaceous mudstone band and coal at the base. Duckworth 3 
traverses the FL100 at 897 m through the Aquarius seam.  
 
While the faults are in the Permian sequence they appear to interact with coal and 
carbonaceous intervals in all the available wells. The wells that intersect the interpreted 
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fault surfaces show carbonaceous units are present at the intersection, which would be 
expected if the faults propagate within the anisotropic material developing “flats “ or “glide 
planes”. The carbonaceous units within the Rangal Coal Measures, Burngrove Formation, 
Black Alley Shale, and Upper Fairhill Formation provide multiple layers that act as the 
“flats” or “glide planes”. Generally the presence of multiple thin layers (0.5m -2m) of 
anisotropic material provide temporary glide surfaces, however as they are dispersed in a 
predominantly sandstone/siltstone competent sequence, the faults appear to step up 
rapidly through the interbedded lithologies resulting in an average dip value slightly higher 
than the angle of bedding. 
 
4.2 Seismic interpretation of structural trends and fault geometry 
 
Fault interpretation overview 
 
The interpretation covers approximately 30 square kilometres of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt 
and focuses on the NW – SE trending structures resulting from compression during the 
Hunter-Bowen Orogeny. Other structures such as NE – SW grabens and strike-slip tear 
faults indicated in the gravity and magnetic data and in more intensely drilled parts of the 
system were also identified. In the studied portion of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt, vertical 
displacements on thrusts from ~20 m up to 600 m were recorded from seismic 
interpretation. The fault naming convention adopted was to use the prefix “FL” for the NW 
– SE thrusts, “X” for backthrusts and “G” for subtle NE – SW normal faults that might be 
associated with horst-graben structures. NW – SE kink band structures may also appear in 
the section interpretation. These features are interpreted to dip at greater angles than the 
thrust faults in the seismic data. Drill holes in proximity to the seismic lines were used to 
correlate the reflectors with known horizons for the determination of the seismic 
stratigraphic interpretation.  
 
Interpretation began in the northernmost section, 07-DNG-01. Due to its greater length and 
relatively straight traverse, this section gave a broad understanding of the structural style 
of the area. Figure 28, Figure 29 and Figure 30 show the adjusted interpretation of 07-
DNG-01, 07-DNG-02 and 07-DNG-08, which are oriented NE – SW and approximately 
5km apart. 07-DNG-07 was also reviewed, this line is orientated ESE – WNW. This section 
confirmed the presence of low angle thrust faults and potential NE – SW orientated graben 
structures that are inferred with minimal displacement in the upper reflectors. An 
increasing depth to igneous basement and thickening of the sedimentary pile to the south-
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east was also observed in 07-DNG-07 (Figure 31). The orientation of 07-DNG-07 created 
problems when estimating stratigraphic horizons; due to the complexity of faulting the 
intermediate reflectors appear extremely irregular. A strong reflector also suggests that the 
basal decollement passes into the Thomson orogen rocks beneath the Bowen Basin. 
 
Figure 32, Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the interpretation of the current configuration of 
each section with reflector units filled alongside the stratigraphic colour legend. The NE – 
SW normal faults are orientated in a similar direction to the seismic traverses and 
consequently are difficult to distinguish and less frequent in the seismic data, especially on 
the almost straight traverse of 07-DNG-01. Accordingly, this interpretation focuses mostly 
on the thrusts and associated back thrusts within the region. 
 
Thrust and back thrust faulting 
 
In Section 07-DNG-01 (Figure 32), the largest thrust fault, FL50 travels along or in close 
proximity to the base of the Bowen Basin at approximately 2 km to 3 km depth and 
displaces most of the sedimentary sequence. The fault shows approximately 600 m of 
vertical displacement on a low angle (~18°) thrust plane that has a listric shape. The fault 
flattens as it approaches the lower reflectors of the Bowen Basin in the central part of 07-
DNG-01.  
 
An irregular deepening of the interpreted Bowen Basin floor surface is observed from the 
seismic to the north east of the section. In the central part of section 07-DNG-01 the oldest 
strata appear to be fractured by faults with an opposing and steeper dip to the main thrust 
FL50. These are potentially back thrusts from a lower thrust decollement which traverses 
through the basement. Although not clearly distinguishable, FL40 appears to offset seismic 
reflectors in the basement below the Bowen Basin. These fractures have trajectories that 
coincide with back thrusts and “pop-ups”, X60 and X65, that were identified in the Rangal 
Coal Measures and Burngrove Formation (Figure 32). The back thrusts labelled “X” create 
the pop-up between themselves and the associated thrust. “Pop-up” structures are caused 
by fractures perpendicular to the thrust sheet accommodating internal friction and 
resistance on the detachment thrust plane. The back-thrust dip angle is generally greater 
than the associated forward thrust, due to the anti-clockwise rotation of principal stresses 
generated by the shear, analogous to sandbox experiments conducted by Barnichon and 
Charlier (1996).  
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FL50 is mapped across all sections, and although difficult to confirm, it is probable that 
parallel, east dipping thrust faults FL45, FL50 and FL60 coalesce at depth to a root 
detachment as interpreted by Korsch (2004) and interpreted in section 07-DNG-07 (Figure 
31). The faults are a series of NE dipping structures that displace the entire stratigraphic 
package of the Bowen Basin with the exception of the recent Tertiary cover. No clear 
duplex structures are distinguishable, and, for the purposes of the palinspastic 
reconstruction, an imbricate fan type of geometry has been inferred (McClay, 1992). The 
Rewan Group bedding planes have not been completely distinguished in the seismic 
interpretation and no notable upper flat detachment surface was present in the seismic 
data.  
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Figure 28 Comparison of seismic section 07-DNG-01 with final seismic interpretation overlain in MoveTM. 
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Figure 29 Comparison of seismic section 07-DNG-02 with final seismic interpretation overlain in MoveTM. 
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Figure 30 Comparison of seismic section 07-DNG-08 with final seismic interpretation overlain in MoveTM
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Figure 31 Comparison of seismic section 07-DNG-07 with final seismic interpretation overlain in MoveTM 
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Figure 32 Annotated seismic section 07-DNG-01 in MoveTM showing major thrust fault and seismic horizon interpretation. Fault throw can be checked and horizons 
adjusted so a 2D reconstruction can be conducted on this line. FL00 – Thrust Fault, X00 – Normal Fault or Back Thrust. 
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Figure 33 Annotated seismic section 07-DNG-02 in MoveTM showing major thrust fault and seismic horizon interpretation. Fault throw can be checked and horizons 
adjusted so a 2D reconstruction can be conducted on this line. FL00 – Thrust Fault, X00 – Normal Fault or Back Thrust, G00 – Graben Fault. 
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Figure 34 Annotated seismic section 07-DNG-08 in MoveTM showing major thrust fault and seismic horizon interpretation. Fault throw can be checked and horizons 
adjusted so a 2D reconstruction can be conducted on this line. FL00 – Thrust Fault, X00 – Normal Fault or Back Thrust. 
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Fault propagation folding 
 
Fault propagation folding is observed in the stratigraphic bedding surfaces proximal to the 
trace of some thrust faults. Bedding planes are curved in the direction of relative motion of 
the opposite fault block (Figure 35). It is typical for this type of feature to form prior to the 
development of a fault. In 07-DNG-08 a major feature is a prominent anticline (Figure 35). 
It would appear this fault propagation fold structure developed in proximity to FL60 at the 
expense of fault displacement on the major thrusts, which show smaller displacements 
than on lines 07-DNG-01 and 07-DNG-02 to the north. The fault propagation fold can also 
be seen in the central section of seismic line 92DNG-04 (Figure 36). 
 
Figure 35 Seismic snapshot from 07-DNG-08 illustrating fault propagation folding with an associated minor 
thrust fault. Red line represents the thrust fault plane. The yellow line signifies a back thrust or a kink-band 
buckle associated with the thrust fault. Bedding planes warp toward the fault plane in this scenario. 
 
The exact scale of this feature is difficult to resolve from 2D seismic data alone, however it 
is approximately 1 km in length perpendicular to fault strike in both 07-DNG-08 and 
92DNG-04, and as the lines are approximately a kilometre apart its length along fault 
strike would be greater than 1 km. It is capped by a ubiquitous layer of Triassic Rewan 
Group sediments with the Rangal Coal Measures displaced as per Figure 36. In 07-DNG-
07 the anticlinal feature is subtle due to the orientation of the line.
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Figure 36 A 2D section with preliminary fault interpretations overlain on seismic line 92DNG-04 in the time domain. This shows potential development of a ramp anticline 
with Rangal Coal Measures highlighted in blue. Yellow solid lines represent fault planes with dotted lines used for lower confidence fault interpretations.  
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Grabens and potential kink bands 
 
In proximity to FL40 at the SW end of the section 07-DNG-01 (Figure 29) is a steeply 
dipping back thrust fault named X40. In section 07-DNG-02 (Figure 33) there is a fault in a 
similar location along strike, however it is a steeply dipping normal fault labelled G2. The 
age of the G2 fault is difficult to determine as its relationship to the FL50 fault (which it 
intersects) is not clearly visible in the seismic data. At the SW end of the section the 07-
DNG-02 seismic line has a dog’s leg (Figure 33). 07-DNG-07 seismic line traverses other 
potential graben structures to the south (Figure 31). The displacements on these 
structures are small compared to the thrust faults making it difficult to trace through depth, 
although discordance is visible in the upper stratigraphic levels of the section. Additional 
structures that resemble grabens are inferred toward the NE end of section 07-DNG-02 
(Figure 33), however these are interpreted to be kink bands striking NW – SE, parallel to 
the thrusts. 
 
Recognisable kink band features are abundant in fault zones and laboratory experiments 
conducted by Wadee et al. (2004) that replicate similar looking, relatively small scale 
detachment features in the section plane (Figure 37). It is noted that 07-DNG-02 is a 
sinuous line and the portion of the seismic section where the interpretation of the G2 re-
intersection takes place is sub-parallel to the section plane.  
 
 
Figure 37 A) Examples of kink band propagation (white arrows) adjacent to thrusting (white dotted line) from 07-
DNG-02 seismic data. B) Kink bands developed in a rigid stack of paper due to compression and shortening. 
White arrows show direction of kink band propagation based on an experiment by Wadee et al. (2004). Image 
taken from Gillespie et al. (2015). 
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If these features are kink bands there are implications for the location and nature of the 
coal seams in proximity to these features. Kink bands may have the appearance of steep 
reverse faults in seismic data, so they are sometimes misinterpreted from seismic images 
(Gillespie et al., 2015). Possible kink bands with similar orientation to the thrust faults, 
observed in the seismic data examined, have dip angles typically ranging from 60° - 80° . 
The style of deformation may interchange between thrust faults and kink bands along 
strike with lateral variations in fault dip. The formation of kink bands is due to imperfections 
at a basal level caused by either variations in the rheology and characteristics of 
lithologies at the interface between divergent units, such as sandstone and shale 
lithologies, or interaction between irregular shaped resilient basement and overlying 
sediments (Gillespie et al., 2015). 
 
Fundamentally, the kink band style emanates from an initial imperfection that propagates 
outwards due to rotational locking, effectively a knot or lump in the stratigraphy (Gillespie 
et al., 2015). In the Appalachians the kink bands propagate up from a basal detachment 
that occurs along a salt unit (Syracuse Salt). The formation of kink bands typically occurs 
in mechanically anisotropic rocks such as shales, which are present in the Bowen Basin, 
where bedding and maximum compressive stress are not parallel. In the case of the 
potential kink bands it seems that the focal point occurs in the vicinity of the UNK2 
reflector. This approximately relates to early German Creek Coal Measures. A 
disconformable boundary following the transition to a marine influenced deltaic 
environment from the underlying Ingelara Formation, a predominantly shallow marine 
environment (Mollan et al., 1969).
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4.3 Sedimentary suite and seismic interpretation  
 
Comparison of the seismic data with depth grids for the area from the SeebaseTM model 
shows that the seismic depth conversion appears consistent with the base of the Permian 
sequence (Brakel et al., 2009) (Figure 38) to the west of the FL50 in 07-DNG-01. This 
demonstrates the B70 seismic horizon coincides with the top of the Rangal Coal Measures 
(Baralaba Coal Measures), which concurs with previous work. The lower reflectors on the 
west of 07-DNG-01 side are roughly in agreement with the SRK SeebaseTM surface for the 
B30 near the base of the Buffel Formation. Here, high amplitude reflectors would appear 
indicative of the Camboon Volcanics. With the approximate end members of the Permian 
sequence established this provides the basis for interpretation of the events within the 
Permian Bowen Basin sequence in this area.  
 
The interpretation of back thrusts identified at the base of the Bowen Basin sequence 
supports the concept of a deep thick-skinned decollement (Korsch, 2004) that propagates 
through the Late Carboniferous – Early Permian volcanics and older rocks of the Thomson 
orogen. In the seismic line 07-DNG-07 the sequence appears to thicken to the south-east 
of the project area although an accurate basement floor is difficult to gauge as the 
reflectors lose attenuation. Additional sediment accumulation appears to occur most 
rapidly during the mechanical extension and subsequent thermal subsidence phases, and 
the deepening basin to the south-east indicates these phases were more effective with 
increasing distance from the Comet Ridge (basement high). Correlations of intermediary 
reflectors are discussed here in hindsight of the restoration. According to literature 
Supersequence B (seismic horizons B40-B45) is poorly represented and difficult to 
distinguish in the Taroom Trough, this hiatus is indicated by the blacked out area above 
the marine sediments of the Buffel Formation (Figure 38). Consequently the lower seismic 
reflections noted in seismic 07-DNG-01 mainly comprise horizons from within the 
Supersequence C, D and E (B45-B50, B50-B55,B55-B60) (Brakel et al., 2009). 
Interpretation of the base of the Bowen Basin sedimentary sequence in 07-DNG-01 gives 
an approximate depth of 1.8 km in the west and 3 km in the east of the section. 07-DNG-
02 is less variable, 3.2 km in the west to 3.5 km in the east and 07-DNG-08 is also less 
variable, 3.3 km in the west to 3.6 km in the east.  Correlation between fault blocks 
appears consistent with the overall sedimentary package thickening to the south east. 
Bedding dips along seismic line 07-DNG-01 change when passing from one block to an 
adjacent block, generally steepening to the east, as thrust blocks piggy back eastward. In 
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the sections bedding dips range from 4° to 12°. Rotation of the bedding planes during 
thrusting, has occurred along the decollement (Figure 39). This increased dip is particular 
to the 07-DNG-01 section, suggesting increased thrust movement and indicating more 
block rotation was initiated due to the confining basement high to the west, which would 
appear in the regional gravity data (Figure 15) to be an offshoot that might have 
connected to the Comet Ridge farther to the west. 
 
An approximate correlation between reflector horizon picks used for the reconstruction and 
correlations done by Brakel et al. (2009) is tentatively suggested. This correlation was 
controlled with well data to the top of the MacMillan Formation and a series of less reliable 
discernible changes in the stratigraphic pile with increasing depth. The approximate 
stratigraphic boundaries suggest overall thickening to the south east with the inferred 
German Creek Formation and Maria Formation expanding noticeably. The approximate 
boundaries are questionable, however they are intended to give some perspective of the 
general sequence relative to fault boundaries for the purpose of determining which 
sequences appear to behave as flats and ramps. 
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Figure 38 Comparison of interpreted Sedimentary Stratigraphy, SeebaseTM surface with reflectors in 07-DNG-01. B70 (green dashed line) coincides with Top of the 
Baralaba Coal Measures and SeebaseTM B30 (yellow dashed line) representing the Buffel Formation coincides with high amplitude reflectors probably Camboon 
Volcanics/Base of the Bowen Basin in the seismic interpretation. Stratigraphy modified from Brakel et al. (2009). 
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Figure 39 Simplified seismic correlation illustrating Inferred stratigraphic intervals show rapid increase in basin thickness across section 07-DNG-01 and change in dip 
angle of bedding in adjacent fault blocks. 
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Figure 40 Simplified seismic correlation illustrating Inferred stratigraphic intervals show gradual increase in basin thickness across section 07-DNG-02 and a thicker 
sedimentary sequence. 
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Figure 41 Simplified seismic correlation illustrating Inferred stratigraphic intervals show gradual increase in basin thickness across section 07-DNG-08 and a thicker 
sedimentary sequence.
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4.4 Comparison of Seismic interpretation with topographic and geophysical 
datasets 
 
Remotely sensed data were used to corroborate the subsurface fault interpretations, as 
they may show influence on present day geomorphic features. The ASTER GDEM 
(Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer Global Digital 
Elevation Model) image combined with fault intersections projected to the surface 
suggests that faulting had a major geomorphological impact (Figure 42). The present day 
topography appears to have been influenced by two groups of faulting orientated 
perpendicular to one another; the main suite of sub-parallel NNW – SSE trending thrust 
faults, associated with a WSW – ENE orientated compression, and a contemporaneous or 
younger suite of WNW – ESE trending normal graben and horst blocks. The drainage 
pattern strongly mimics the main structural orientations.  
 
The Blackdown Tablelands, a remnant topographic high to the west, generated due to the 
erosion facilitated by the Jellinbah Thrust Belt on its eastern flank. The present day 
ridgeline represents a surface expression coincident with a thrust structure (Figure 42). 
Fracturing significantly weakened the prehistoric cliff face and resulted in a scree slope 
delineating this feature. The presence of bluffs, small topographic rises with steeper 
boundaries on the western face, coincides with the closely spaced swarm of thrust planes 
in the subsurface, FL40, FL45, FL50 (Figure 42), and provides evidence of reactivation on 
the thrust faults; they are separated by drainage channels that are eroding these remnants 
of renewed uplift. They are easily identified as they tilt to the NE at approximately 4°, with 
steep SW edges due to uplift. To the NE they merge smoothly into the plain.  
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Figure 42 Topographic map using AsterGDEM v.1 data. With seismic (magenta dashes) and projected faults overlain. Drainage pattern shows a strong relationship to the 
fault regime. 
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Gravity grid data (Figure 43), a publically available dataset from Geoscience Australia, 
showed the transition from relatively low ~ -25 mGal (blue) gravity near the western most 
fault to higher values of ~25 mGal (red) to the east. Recent gravity modelling work 
suggested sediments approximately at 3 - 4 km depth overlying basement in the vicinity of 
the Jellinbah Thrust Belt (Danis et al., 2012). This finding is in reasonable concordance 
with estimates from the seismic data interpreted in this study. No evidence of the thrust 
faults is discernible in the gravity data (Figure 43), probably as it is too broad a resolution 
with an approximate spacing of 4 - 5 km between reading stations. However the low 
values to the west are characteristic of orogenic zones. The gravity data suggest that the 
lithosphere is thickest at the western margin of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt. This may have 
been the area of maximum lithospheric thickening in the orogenic collision zone and would 
be a critical factor for the development of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt in its present location. 
Bouger gravity (geoid anomaly data) along with elevation and thermal analysis data have 
been used in the estimation of crustal and lithospheric development of slab-retreating 
models in the Gibraltar Arc System (Fullea et al., 2007). 
 
Examination of the magnetics image (Figure 44) shows the lineations in the magnetic data 
tie in well with the thrust structures, but the grabens are not visible in the magnetic image, 
which would suggest they are small scale features. The RTP magnetic survey features a 
magnetic low that occurs in the centre of the project area, with higher vRTP values 
occurring to the north-west of the G2 fault and south-east of the G4 fault. This feature 
coincides with a low gravity region and the topographic ridgeline break.  
 
The magnetic data also indicate the merging of FL40 to FL50 to the north-west of the 
project area and coalescence of the FL85 with FL100 and FL110 to the south-east. Dextral 
stepping offsets in the FL110 fault trace lineament in the RTP magnetic data are 
tentatively inferred and suggest dextral shear has occurred on some of the graben 
structures identified in the project area. These offsets may be attributed to the basement 
high barrier (Figure 45). As an obstacle it provides resistance to deformation in the north 
of the project area, with some accommodation of compressive strain attributed to a small 
offset component (~ <250 m) of dextral transpression associated with several of the NE – 
SW orientated grabens. This would suggest that the offset structures may have been 
initially formed contemporaneously with the thrusts and have been reactivated during 
periods of extension.   
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Figure 43 Queensland Gravity Image overlain with seismic and fault topography intersections. (The 2.67 Bouguer Corrected Values gridded using Minimum Curvature 
with a 1km cell size). 
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Figure 44 RTP (Reduced to Pole) Map showing broad geological features trending SW-NE. Notable lineation trend parallel to Thrust fault. Apparent coalescence of faults 
within the system at NW and SE margins of the project area. 
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Figure 45 Rainbow plot with contours of basement relative level generated from 2D seismic section interpretation. Coalescence of interpreted faults FL45 and FL50 
occurs in proximity to the basement high. 
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The offsets are most likely local features and provide evidence that the geometry of the 
thrust faults was influenced by the basement pattern in this particular part of the Jellinbah 
Thrust Belt. It would also suggest that a component of “out of plane” deformation has 
occurred in the vicinity of the project area and that a greater density of 3D data is required 
to better resolve the kinematics (Hill and Cooper, 1996). Localised alterations to the 
regional compressive stress state may be a direct result of the variation in basement 
morphology. 
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4.5 Palinspastic reconstruction, section balancing and 2D restoration 
 
2D sections were tested for consistency by restoring the deformation and fault movement 
and checking that sections balanced. Balanced sections are an indication that the 
interpretation is feasible, although sections may have geologically sound reasons as to 
why they do not balance exactly.  
 
An initial calculation of line lengths was implemented to flag any interpretation errors 
before proceeding with the palinspastic reconstruction as outlined in Figure 46, Figure 47 
and Figure 48. This check was made to ensure that information was not missing from the 
section and that the amount of material moving out of the plane of the section was 
minimal. Results of the section bed length analysis for 07-DNG-01 showed line lengths 
with good agreement, with minimum and maximum bed lengths approximately 6% 
different from the average. The average length of the horizon lines for 07-DNG-01 was 
~16.9 km, with a length range between ~15.9 km and ~18.3 km. The bed lengths are 
presented for all sections in (Figure 49). The slight differences are normal as the 
measurements are geometric and do not take into account deformation, also the horizons 
at greater depths in thrust blocks to the east (FL95, FL100) are not entirely captured in the 
section. 
 
A change in bed length is visible in all three seismic sections interpreted to coincide with 
the B30 reflector (Figure 49). A longer bed length in the 07-DNG-02 and 07-DNG-01 for 
this reflector is continued in subsequent reflectors suggesting Early Permian 
syndepositional extension may have been occurring at that time. The reduced bed length 
movement in 07-DNG-08 is anomalous to the overall trend and may reflect an out-of-plane 
movement. Out-of-plane movements are problematic when using bed length theory to 
create balanced section. Syndepositional tectonics requires the use of 3D datasets with 
greater clarity to fully deconstruct these subtle variations. Additional bed length changes 
marked on Figure 49 result from the lack of an independent section end point beyond the 
extent of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt. Seismic lines do not entirely traverse the   
Jellinbah Thrust Belt, and certain faults, FL85, FL100 and FL110, are only affecting the 
upper part of the stratigraphic sequence. 
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Figure 46 Section 1 07-DNG-01 analysed for horizon line length in MoveTM. Coloured lines above the section show the approximate length of each horizon. These lines 
show a strong trend of increasing length in the upper units. UNK1 appears to be slightly too long this can be accounted for by adjusting its intersection point with the 
FL85 fault, reducing its bed length. 
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Figure 47 Section 1 07-DNG-02 analysed for horizon line length in MoveTM. As with previous section these bed lengths show a strong trend of increasing length in the 
upper units. 
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Figure 48 Section 1 07-DNG-08 analysed for horizon line length in MoveTM. As with previous section these bed lengths show a strong trend of increasing length in the 
upper units. 
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Figure 49 Graph showing the bed lengths of each unit for each seismic section. UNK6 coincides with a step change potentially related to strike-slip motion during 
transition from extension to compression. Step in 07-DNG-01 at the UNK1 highlighted potential misinterpretation around FL85. Step at MCMLN in 07-DNG-02 and 07-DNG-
08 relates to B100 fault. 
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The bed length anomalous result for 07-DNG-01 highlighted a possible mis-interpretation 
in the section, which, after review, has been allowed to remain. Conforming with the 
criteria for a balanced section would potentially lead to an oversimplification (Dahlstrom, 
1969, Fossen, 2010), partly due to the complex syndepositional nature of the deformation, 
the style of deformation and partly due to the availability of 2D data, which is insufficient to 
encapsulate the fault zone. Figure 50 shows the initial interpretation versus the revised 
interpretation, which was conducted after comparison of bed length. This example 
highlights the benefit of bed length analysis, wherein an interpretation can be revised or 
reasons for a variation can be suggested. In this case an alternative explanation for this 
discrepancy may exist; that a glide plane had coincided over a long distance in a thick 
carbonaceous band in the upper part of the German Creek Formation and the resulting 
bed length was due to replication either side of the fault surface along a thrust flat of 
approximately 500 m. In this specific circumstance both scenarios are conceivable.  
 
The bed lengths stabilised during the B45-B50 reflector phase (Figure 49), which was 
approximately coincident with the deposition of the Ingelara Formation, perhaps reflects a 
balance between the Aldebaran compressional forces and ongoing thermal subsidence 
(Figure 38). This coincides with the transition from marine sedimentation in the Bowen 
Basin to a more terrestrial setting and the development of extensive coal bearing swamps 
and mires. 
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Figure 50 Comparison of horizon/fault geometry based on two interpretations highlighted by bed length 
discrepancies identified in UNK1 reflector in the 07-DNG-01 seismic traverse.  
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4.6 Thrust fault dip analysis 
 
The focus region deformation is dominated by a major thrust style detachment surface, 
FL50, with an average dip of approximately 18° (Table 4). In several instances this surface 
appears to run parallel to the bedding planes, which typically range between 10 - 25° dip.  
 
Mean Principal Orientation 
Fault  FL45 FL50 FL60 FL85 FL100 
Pole (plunge) ° 73.53 71.77 71.70 69.11 73.85 
Plane (dip) ° 16.47 18.23 18.3 20.89 16.15 
Table 4 Average dip and plunge for interpreted fault surfaces. 
 
Several thrust planes, FL45, FL50, FL60, FL85 and FL100, identified in all seismic 
sections, were analysed for dip angle and the fault surfaces shown in 3D MoveTM (Figure 
51, Figure 52). The average dip angle of the faults over the entire section varies between 
16° and 21° (Table 4), while the surfaces exhibit a range of dips from 5 to 45°. Generally 
the lowest dip values are towards the base of the section, where their trajectories are 
harder to distinguish. Borehole modelling of fault surfaces produced a dip angle of 
approximately 40° for the FL50 faults near the surface, which concurs with the seismic 
interpretation results and dip angle surface. The dip surfaces indicate a noticeable large 
scale ramp and flat geometry highlighted in Figure 51 and Figure 52, which suggests a 
substantial competent unit. Most probably the lower MacMillan Formation divides the thick 
anisotropic Black Alley Shale from the thicker coal seams (>6 m) of the German Creek 
Formation.  
 
The dip angle flattens again toward the base of the Bowen Basin, suggesting a basal 
detachment flat, the nature of which is not fully determined. The seismic line length limits 
the discernible relationship of the eastern thrust faults FL85 to FL110 with the basal 
detachment; it is not clear from this interpretation whether all these faults join the basal 
decollement or if multiple decollements exist. Broader regional scale studies (Korsch, 
2004) suggest that coalescence does occur within the Thomson orogenic rocks below. 
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Figure 51 Interpreted fault surfaces coloured by dip angle. The listric geometry of the faults is evident from the 
change of values of dip from pink (50°) to dark blue (0°) 
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Figure 52 Interpreted fault surfaces coloured by dip angle. The listric geometry of the faults is evident from the 
change of values of dip from pink (50°) to dark blue (0°) 
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4.7 Fault Kinematics, distribution and stress transfer 
 
The spatial variation in the stratigraphic package and basement affected both the amount 
of displacement and the style of deformation. It would appear as though the hypothesis 
that the overall system stress transferred between different faults and deformation 
structures within the belt, as a result of the changing conditions across the region (Figure 
53), matches well with the observation from the seismic interpretations. It highlights 
displacements in the north western section were focussed on 2 major structures, FL50 and 
FL85. A function of  the proximity to the basement high obstacle and the thinner 
sedimentary sequence which has been shown in other comparable studies to play a 
crucial role in the development pattern of thrust systems (Paulsen and Marshak, 1999).  
 
 
Figure 53 Shift of displacement between thrusts in a transfer zone adapted from Dahlstrom (1969). Each thrust 
in the diagram is represented by a diagonal line which has a length that represents the amount of displacement. 
Moving from the first section 07-DNG-01 through other sections the displacement “transfers” between the 
thrusts with the displacement focussed primarily on 2 major faults in 07-DNG-01 gradually becoming more 
evenly distributed between a variety of faults. The standard deviation and sample variance statistic confirm this 
observation. 
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For the purpose of analysing the post-Permian deformation and syndepositional 
deformation separately, the palinspastic restoration steps were split into two separate 
tables. The complete kinematic translation steps are detailed in Table 5. Each restoration 
step can be viewed in its entirety in the video files included in the appendices, (Appendix 
1, Appendix 2 & Appendix 3). Figure 54 shows how the preliminary interpretation 
progressed to the end of the Permian. Some normal faulting affected the units deposited 
prior to the UNK2 unit (Ingelara Formation and earlier) in the Early - Mid Permian. The 
interpretation indicates that some of the thrust faults are possibly reactivated Early 
Permian normal faults associated with slumping around the margins of basement highs. 
   
Figure 54 Partially restored sections from 07-DNG-01, 07-DNG-02 and 07-DNG-08. Syntectonic normal faulting 
becomes visible especially on the FL50 surface. Restoring to this state involved applying displacements shown 
in Table 4. Notable normal faults possibly associated with slumping occur in the UNK3 sequence and below 
suggesting that current thrust configuration may be reactivated. 
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Fault Type Horizon Total 
Displacement 
(m) Horizon Total Displacement (m) Horizon Total Displacement (m) 
   07-DNG-01  07-DNG-02  07-DNG-08 
X40 Reverse MCMLN 50.9 RNGL n/a RNGL n/a 
X60 Reverse FRHL 29.5 RNGL 0 MCMLN 141 
X65 Back Thrust BNG 16.4 RNGL n/a RNGL n/a 
X80 Reverse RNGL n/a UNK8 29.9 RNGL n/a 
X95 Reverse RNGL n/a UNK6 107.3 RNGL n/a 
FL50 Reverse FRHL 1886.6 BNG 61.3 FRHL 450.1 
FL51 Reverse RNGL n/a BNG 809 RNGL n/a 
FL52 Reverse RNGL n/a BNG 67.4 RNGL n/a 
FL60 Reverse RNGL 0 RNGL 137.8 FRHL 154 
FL61 Reverse RNGL n/a FRHL 80.1 RNGL n/a 
FL75 Reverse RNGL 132.50 RNGL n/a RNGL n/a 
FL83 Reverse BAS n/a BAS n/a BAS 98 
FL85 Reverse BNG 408.8 FRHL 422.3 BNG 416.3 
FL100 Reverse BAS 54.5 BNG 563.8 BNG 375.4 
Table 5 Post Permian Fault restoration steps in sequential order conducted on cross sections 07-DNG-01, 07-
DNG-02 and 07-DNG-08.  
 
Analysis of the displacement on the thrust faults and the back thrusts independently 
suggests that the system overall had significantly greater displacement in the vicinity of 
section 07-DNG-01, with the total displacement due to thrusting in 07-DNG-01 more than 
double that in 07-DNG-08 (Table 6). 
 
Fault Total Displacement (m) 
 07-DNG-01 07-DNG-02 07-DNG-08 
FL50 1886.6 61.3 450.1 
FL51 Not in section 809 Not in section 
FL52 Not in section 67.4 Not in section 
FL60 0 137.8 154 
FL61 Not in section 80.1 Not in section 
FL75 132.50 Not in section Not in section 
FL83 Not in section Not in section 98 
FL85 408.8 422.3 416.3 
FL100 54.5 563.8 375.4 
X40 
 
 
50.9 Not in section Not in section 
X60 29.5 0 141 
X65 16.4 Not in section Not in section 
X80 Not in section 29.9 Not in section 
X95 Not in section 107.3 Not in section 
Total 2579.20 2278.90 1634.80 
Table 6 Cumulative total of all post Permian thrust movements on sections. 
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The back thrusts displayed increasing amounts of displacement on fewer fault planes 
(Table 6). This is the inverse of what is seen in the thrust fault displacement and frequency 
table.  
 
Table 7 shows the relative section lengths during the three main restoration stages that 
were required to restore the stratigraphy to an undeformed state. This comparison data 
indicated that the total amount of compression during the Early Permian to Mid Permian 
stage remained relatively consistent across the sections, between 6-8% shortening across 
the area. Comparatively the amount of compression between the Mid Permian to Late 
Permian was double, approximately 12-15% shortening. 
 
 Length (km) 
Age 07-DNG-01 07-DNG-02 07-DNG-08 
Early Permian 17.95 15.14 13.23 
Mid Permian 16.94 14.00 12.16 
Post Permian 14.60 11.89 10.68 
Table 7 Comparison of folded section lengths to unfolded section lengths for purpose of comparing the lateral 
variation of folding deformation. 
 
A complete palinspastic reconstruction of these structures gives support to evidence of a 
sequence of events in good agreement with the work by Brakel et al. (2009). The Hunter-
Bowen event extended from the Mid Permian to the late Middle Triassic (ca 265 - 230 Ma) 
and recorded a pulsed contractional event in the final foreland phase of the Bowen Basin 
(Holcombe et al., 1997). Evidence of the pulsed nature was observed in the palinspastic 
restoration, with anomalous normal activity and inversion on specific faults occurring in 
each section (e.g. FL65 in 07-DNG-01), evidence preserved by the syntectonic deposition.  
During deposition, initiation of compression was recorded by a broad gentle folding, an 
indication that the project area was likely distal from the plate margin, probably in a back 
arc setting when the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny commenced. Associated relatively small 
scale thrusting on reactivated fault surfaces inferred to coincide with the Aldebaran 
collision, the onset of the compressional phase approximately synchronous with the 
deposition of the UNK2 reflector (B50 seismic horizon). There were noticeable differences 
between sections for Permian syndepositional tectonism; differences in which fault plane 
was active during early movement and also the relative timing of movement on faults. 
Table 8 displays the key details of Permian syndepositional displacements undertaken 
during restoration.  
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07-DNG-01 
Fault Type Horizon Total 
Displacement 
(m) 
FL95 Reverse BAS 121.60 
FL65 Reverse FRHL 60.8 
FL85 Reverse UNK1 934.9 
FL85 Reverse MCMLN 179.4 
X75 Normal UNK4 -68.8 
FL60 Reverse UNK5 133.2 
FL40 Reverse UNK7 50.2 
Black Reverse UNK8 288.5 
Black Reverse UNK8 27.8 
FL50 Normal UNK8 -365.7 
07-DNG-02 
Fault Type Horizon Total 
Displacement 
(m) 
FL51 Reverse BAS 52.2 
FL50 Normal UNK1 -106.8 
FL60 Reverse UNK1 965.4 
FL? Reverse UNK7 32.5 
07-DNG-08 
Fault Type Horizon Total 
Displacement 
(m) 
    
FL60 Reverse MCMLN 101.1 
FL84 Reverse UNK1 143.2 
FL82 Reverse UNK2 143.8 
FL45 Reverse UNK3 87.9 
FL50 Reverse UNK4 185.6 
FL50 Reverse UNK6 497.6 
Table 8 Additional restoration steps to restore sections to Pre-Permian rift phase. 
 
Generally the results of the displacement show the Early Permian rifting phase was 
inactive in the 07-DNG-01, 07-DNG-02 and 07-DNG-08 sections. Due to the seismic 
attenuation much of the Permian syndepositional movement is also unclear. Total normal 
fault displacement, excluding the minor displacement that appears to have taken place 
around the Burngrove Formation deposition, is presented in Table 9. 
 
Type Total Displacement (m) 
 07-DNG-01 07-DNG-02 07-DNG-08 
Normal -434.5 -106.8 n/a 
Reverse 1796.4 1050.1 1159.2 
 
Table 9 Permian total syndepositional fault movement on cross sections. 
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The onset of the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny is apparent in both 07-DNG-01 and 07-DNG-02, 
while the poor quality reflectors in seismic line 07-DNG-08 did not show any indication of 
compression at this particular time. Prior to this compression, evidence of the extension- 
related rifting of the older Permian and Carboniferous units is not clearly visible in section 
07-DNG-01. Much of the normal faulting in the Early-Mid Permian on FL50 was low angle 
and appeared to resemble slump structures. In adjacent sections the basement high 
feature appears to flatten and broadened out and in the 07-DNG-08 section appears to be 
absent. Figure 55d, Figure 56d and Figure 57d illustrate the changing nature of the 
basement across the section lines.  
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4.8 Estimation of shortening 
 
Comparison of the pre-restored section length to the Pre-Permian section length gives an 
approximate indication of the amount of compression that took place in the section (Figure 
55, Figure 56 & Figure 57). This gives a conservative compression estimate of 
approximately 25% across the sections. 
 
Figure 55 Restoration of 07-DNG-01 in MoveTM. Showing various stages in the structural evolution. A) Pre-
Permian Basement. B) Early-Mid Permian. C) Late Permian. D) Current configuration. Notable shortening of 
section ~23%. 
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Figure 56 Restoration of 07-DNG-02 in MoveTM. Showing various stages in the structural evolution. A) Pre-
Permian Basement. B) Early-Mid Permian. C) Late Permian. D) Current configuration. Notable shortening of 
section ~27%. 
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Figure 57 Restoration of 07-DNG-08 in MoveTM. Showing various stages in the structural evolution. A) Pre-
Permian Basement. B) Early-Mid Permian. C) Late Permian. D) Current configuration. Notable shortening of 
section ~24%. 
 
Using the estimate, an average of approximately 26-35% total shortening occurred as 
faults are considered to be fractal in nature (Park, 2005) occurring at all scales. 
 
An approximate burial depth can be calculated using the current width of the fault system, 
shortening and fault dip angle values derived from the analysis of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt.  
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Rearranging the simple formula to calculate 𝑂𝑂; 
 tan ∝ = 𝑂𝑂
𝐴𝐴
 
 
Where ∝ is the dip angle, in radians. 𝑂𝑂 is the burial depth and A is the shortening distance. 
 
In this study an average fault dip angle of 20° (0.35 radians) and shortening percentage of 
~30%, which equated to 6.5 km of shortening, were identified. This results in a burial depth 
of approximately 2.4 km. This estimate is sensitive to the dip angle and the amount of 
shortening. Table 10 presents the shortening/dip angle. 
 
Dip(°) 
 
Dip (radians) 
 
Tan ∝ 
 
Original 
width (km)  Final width (km) Compression (km) Shortening (%)   Burial depth (km)  
20 0.35 0.37 21.5 15 6.5 30.2 2.4 
Table 10 Fault dip and shortening versus burial depth.  
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Chapter 5. DISCUSSION 
  
Late Carboniferous-Early Permian rifting initiated by rollback on the subducting slab, 
consistent with the recent stratigraphic interpretation of the Bowen Basin (Sliwa et al., 
2008), may have initiated poorly-visible normal faults. Figure 58 illustrates back thrusts 
within the earliest sediments and within the Thomson Orogen rocks below the Bowen 
Basin. Anomalous and challenging to delineate, high fault angles may indicate that some 
of these back thrusts have reactivated normal faults associated with regional extension in 
the Early Permian (Brakel et al., 2009) or are in close proximity to them. Scarce evidence 
of rift-related normal faulting at the base of the Permian is present in the seismic data. 
Small features with very little offset can be argued, however precise determinations of 
these features are perhaps beyond the scope of this dataset and are better distinguished 
in outcrop. Early phase syndepositional tectonics would have further complicated the fault 
zone deformation pattern within the region. Additionally, soft sediment deformation was  
perhaps a contributing factor in the slump structures (Waldron and Gagnon, 2011) 
interpreted in FL50 prior to inversion. 
 
 
Figure 58 Detail from MoveTM section, 07-DNG-01 showing back-thrust faults generating "pop-up" structures at 
the base of the Permian sequence. Possibly reactivated normal faults or accommodation faults associated with 
FL40.    
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Dextral strike slip inferred from local modelling occur on some of the ENE - WSW features, 
whilst potentially related to accommodation of strain around basement highs may 
fundamentally be a result of lateral changes in subduction rate across the subduction zone 
during slab-rollback (Murray et al., 1987, Li and Powell, 2001). These structures may 
relate to larger-scale eastward offsets noted between the northern and southern part of the 
New England Foreland that occurred during the Late Carboniferous (Coney et al., 1990). 
This would suggest that some of these strike slip features have been reactivated during 
the compressional phase due to the resistance of basement, and again in the Mesozoic 
stage during extensional breakup of Gondwanaland. Overprinting of this nature is difficult 
to decipher within 2D seismic alone, but the study has revealed indications of these 
events.     
Results of this study suggest competent layers, typically massively bedded units such as 
silicified Permian sandstones, are transported upon the carbonaceous mudstone, shale, or 
clay units. The implication is that the thickness and frequency of the anisotropic unit 
directly affects the distance that the fault propagates through as a “flat”. Other factors 
should also be expected to contribute to this mechanical behaviour both internally, such as 
the degree of anisotropy (material properties), and externally, such as degree of fluid 
pressure (Pons and Mourgues, 2012), and burial depth (lithostatic pressure). The 
implication of this phenomenon is that with constant fluid pressure this type of deformation 
mechanism is more common at shallower depths with a transition to internal deformation 
occurring at greater depth. As the Taroom Trough was subjected to significant subsidence 
during the Mid - Late Permian (Esterle et al., 2002) the associated variation in fluid 
pressure and lithostatic pressure may have alternated the deformation mechanism. In 
proximity to basement highs, fluid overpressure may have resulted in increased activity on 
the FL50 fault, possibly resulting in the larger displacement observed.  
Additionally the thickness of the basin stratigraphic sequence itself would be influential in 
fault development, in part as a result of basement relief, but also thermal subsidence-
driven deepening of the stratigraphic pile to the south-east of the Jellinbah Thrust Belt, 
suggesting that the Taroom Trough would have been an enduring depocentre during the 
Permian (Esterle et al., 2002, Brakel et al., 2009). Deep seated basement highs, 
coinciding with the Comet Ridge, identified in the gravity data and intrinsically related to 
pre-Hunter-Bowen orogenic history of the region, would have provided source material for 
the depocentre during the early development of the Bowen Basin. During the Hunter-
Bowen Orogeny the thick sedimentary sequence distal to the east of the Comet Ridge, 
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shown on the seismic units above the purple basement layer (Figure 58) would prove 
more conducive to fault propagation due to the relative level of a denser andesitic 
basement, providing increased resistance to later compressional stresses towards the 
Gondwanan craton to the west (Figure 59). 
 
Figure 59 Schematic lateral propagation of detachment thrust hindered by resistant basement blocks forces 
stress to migrate upwards rapidly through sedimentary pile. Interpreted from seismic data. 
 
The increase in thickness of stratigraphic sequences provided a greater number of 
potential “glide planes”. Oblique ramping observed in the magnetics emanating from major 
thrust faults, and the transfer of displacement from one main decollement to three thrusts, 
are features probably triggered by the morphological rise in the Pre-Permian basement to 
the north-west (Figure 59). This is a frequently observed broad scale geometry in fold and 
thrust belts (Merle, 1998). It is noted that the Jellinbah Thrust Belt is dominated by listric 
thrust faults that are imbricated from the basal decollement surface with intersection 
occurring at angles of approximately 20°. Thrusts also imbricate from other thrust 
detachments above the basal detachment, creating a suite of imbricated thrust subsets. 
Groups of thrusts exhibit different displacement patterns, accommodating different 
amounts of strain along strike in the same way as individual faults behave in a transfer 
zone, as described by Dahlstrom (1969).  
Higher resolution imagery such as Lidar for topography, closer spaced ground magnetic 
and gravity surveys would be valuable tools in better delineation of faults and other 
structures in this region. Open exposure in highwalls and 3D seismic would also provide 
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insights with potential future developments in the Coal and CSG industry providing 
additional data to support or refute these explanations. 
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Chapter 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
In conclusion, the findings of the study have corroborated that basement morphology and 
the overlying stratigraphic sequence controlled the development of the Jellinbah Thrust 
Belt in the project area. In the north-west a basement high, presumably a relic basaltic 
outlier of the Camboon Volcanics, has resulted in a thinner sedimentary package which is 
more confined. Using the palinspastic reconstruction of the interpreted seismic to quantify 
thrust fault displacement across the project area, it was noted that faults had a greater 
magnitude of displacement on fewer thrust surfaces in the vicinity of the basement high. 
Fault structures also interpreted in the magnetics provide supporting evidence for the 
change of strain pattern across the system. To the south west the basement high flattened 
and the stratigraphic sequence thickened, producing a more dispersed thrust pattern with 
displacements spread more evenly across a greater number of thrust planes.  
 
The palinspastic reconstruction results show consistent shortening of around 25 % across 
the interpreted sections. Small scale faults have not been recorded and therefore a range 
has been assigned for the overall estimate of shortening between 26-35 %.  The width of 
the Jellinbah Thrust Belt in the project area is approximately 15 km and prior to post 
Permian shortening (26-35 %) this zone would have been approximately 21 km wide.  
 
Using an average fault dip angle of 20°, obtained from the depth converted seismic, 
calculation of the burial depth of the current stratigraphy is estimated at approximately 
+2400 m. Core photos from shallow wells in the region show slickensides on fault surfaces 
which correspond well with this depth as opposed to cataclasites, which would be 
anticipated if deeper burial had occurred. The estimate concurs with previous work 
(Beeston, 1986), which presents curve reflectance depth plot for the Bowen Basin with 
high vitrinite reflectance values of 2.5 %, corresponding to a burial depth of approximately 
2500 m. Deeper burial depth figures such as 3000-3500 m (Uysal et al., 2000) are 
obtainable simply by adjustment of the fault dip angle or total amount of compression 
(Table 10). The accuracy of this estimate could be increased by conducting a 
comprehensive fractal dimension study. 
 
In the Jellinbah Thrust Belt, although the thrust faults appear to flatten at the basement in 
the NE part of seismic section 07-DNG-01, in the central part interpreted back thrusts and 
subtle reflectors would suggest that faults propagate into the basement. Faults 
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progressively ramp up the stratigraphic sequence to the west until they pass through the 
Permian sequence into the Triassic Rewan Group. The faults exhibit “ramping” between 
decollements with changes in fault angle between competent sandstones and less 
competent carbonaceous units. Thrust fault well intersections within the Permian are 
coincidental with various carbonaceous packages near the base of the Burngrove 
Formation (Matheson, 1990) and the upper part of the Fairhill Formation (Fort Coopers 
Coal Measures/Black Alley Shale). Faults appear to display a preference for propagation 
along anisotropic units over short distances. Abundant thin (< ~2m) carbonaceous shale 
units, coal seams and clay bands deposited during the Mid – Late Permian are generally 
separated by thin (~10 m) more competent sandstone and siltstone interburden units. 
Consequently a complex “small scale” ramp and flatesque geometry is pervasive on a 
scale which is difficult to resolve from seismic data. A “large scale” ramp and flat geometry 
is noted in the seismic data from fault and dip angle maps. The flats coincide with thicker 
anisotropic units such as the Black Alley shale, thick (< ~6 m) coal seams such as are 
found in the German Creek Formation and the undetermined lithologies at the base of the 
Bowen Basin. The large scale ramps are developed in more competent sections, such as 
the Triassic Rewan Group and at the base of the MacMillan Formation.  
 
The kinematic study has highlighted the changing nature of the faults across the project 
area and that strain was transferred between faults creating a structurally complex   
geometry. Approximate thickness estimates for the Bowen Basin project area range 
between 1800 m to 3500 m across the interpreted seismic lines. Previous broad scale 
estimates from SRK SeebaseTM data derived from Bouguer gravity data, smooth over the 
basement where vertical displacements greater than 500 m may overlap Thomson orogen 
rocks. Basement contours from the seismic data suggest a N – S striking basement 
dipping to the east, as opposed to the SRK SeebaseTM interpretation which trends NW – 
SE. In the absence of drill data at depth, typically wells penetrate the upper sequence to 
the Fairhill Formation (~1000 m); the interpretation has provided greater detail at the 
basement level, that can be used as a platform to investigate the nature of the Jellinbah 
Thrust Belt further.  
 
Strike-slip dextral offsetting of thrusts may suggest local variation in fault strain related to 
the basement morphology or a non - planar complex stress regime dominated by thrusting, 
such as is exhibited in the Australian continent currently due to far field stresses (Hillis and 
Reynolds, 2003). The strike-slip component is approximately an order of magnitude less 
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than the thrusting component in the area. Basin inversion, syntectonic deposition and a 
dextral strike-slip component suggest that out-of-plane fault movements have probably 
occurred. Bed length calculations also suggest this is probably the case, with the largest 
discrepancies occurring in the Early Permian bed lengths, possibly associated with an 
irregular stress field produced during the transition from extension to compression. 
 
In order to accurately understand and reconstruct the fault development at the basement, 
a 3D model and a more extensive dataset, with wells that penetrate and sample the fault 
contact with the basement, is essential. Many unresolved questions remain, has a 
transition to internal deformation occurred at greater depth and is the lack of clear fault 
traces in the 2D seismic due to signal attenuation? Future work including extending the 
study area to encompass the whole Jellinbah Thrust Belt would help to answer these 
questions and further improve our understanding of the geology in the Bowen Basin.  
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Appendix 1 
 
Restoration animation of 07-DNG-01 
 
Creator/Director: 
Alban D Haisley 
 
Description: 
A simple animation sequence showing the fault system movements required to restore the 
section back to its original position, prior to the onset of rifting. 
 
Filename: 
07-DNG-01_video.avi 
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Appendix 2 
 
Restoration animation of 07-DNG-02 
 
Creator/Director: 
Alban D Haisley 
 
Description: 
A simple animation sequence showing the fault system movements required to restore the 
section back to its original position, prior to the onset of rifting. 
 
Filename: 
07-DNG-02_video.avi 
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Appendix 3 
 
Restoration animation of 07-DNG-08 
 
Creator/Director: 
Alban D Haisley 
 
Description: 
A simple animation sequence showing the fault system movements required to restore the 
section back to its original position, prior to the onset of rifting. 
 
Filename: 
07-DNG-08_video.avi 
 
